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SraCIAIi NOTICE.

-

; .^Tn oi]? Patroiis and tiie Mlic generally.®^

“'^OU haye doubtless noticed that for * some months •
.

past • we - have patented

many of our patterns. Our attention had been called to the fact that in various

parts of the United States persons were cutting duplicates from our patterns and sell-

ing these duplicates: thereby doing us the : injustice of preventing the sale of our patterns,

and depriving us of the benefit we ought to receive therefrom; and further doing

injustice to the public by giving them imperfectly cut duplicates, from which the pur-

chasers received little satisfaction, and we received a great deal of blame
;
the buyer in

each instance supposing that the duplicate was like the original.

In view of the facts above stated, we are patenting many of our patterns, and

hereby beg to announce that we will pay TEN DOLLAJIS to any party furnishing

us evidence which shall lead to the conviction of any one cutting and selling duplicates

of our patented patterns. We will add that it is our positive determination to look

after this matter with as much vigor as may be required to protect the public and

our interests.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO. [Limited],

Since the first publication of the above Notice, which was made in the Delin-

eator for January, 1884, we have received a number of communications, of which the

following are examples

:

“I see a notice on the 61st page of Uxe January number of the Delineator in regard to cutting duplicates from

your patterns. Will that include |the cutting of patterns from the plates,—for example: A person comes to me for a

pattern; I give them the Delineator to select from and then cut the pattern from the picture; do I violate?”

"In the January number of the Delineator you offer Ten Dollars for the conviction of any one cutting and

selling duplicates of your patterns. Does this refer to using the figures in the Delineator as models for cutting gar-

ments from, for subscribers’ own use?”

In reply to these inquiries, let us say that we have patented our designs and pat.

terns, for the purpose of protecting ourselves in our legitimate trade.

Would-be competitors have pirated on our designs and cut patterns therefrom, using,

we believe, our cut patterns as a base to work from. By cutting from, a little here, and

adding to, a little there, thereby changing the seams somewhat, while really making

no improvement or practical alteration, they have been able evasively to say, that they

cut from our pictures and not from the patterns. Consequently, we have patented the

design.

We are most positively determined to protect ourselves from any infringement of

our rights, and do not think any farther explanation will be necessary, other than to

repeat, that we are determined to protect ourselves in our legitimate business. If any

one wishes merely to cut a garment from the design, whether using our cut pattern or

not, we shall not object
;
but cutting and selling patterns, either from the design or the

cut nattem, we object to, and shall most rigidly prosecute.

TEE BUTTERICK FUBLISEING CO. [Li»it.i].
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SEASONABLE STYLES.

PREVAILING AND INCOMING FASHIONS.

Among the August patterns are some that have a practical value

at all seasons of the year and some that, aside from their practicality,

are especially noticeable for elegance and adaptability to the late

Summer and early Autumn season.

FASHIONS FOR LADIES.

Ladies’ Costumes.—There are two novel and stylish patterns for

costumes, each of which may be used for a single fabric or for two
or more combined. They are designed for costumes of ceremony
and also^r those intended for every- day wear, their fabrics and
trimmings being selected with a view to the purposes they are to

serve. One of them is in Princess fashion, its back being cut long
enough so that, when draped up at its sides and center, it is still

of walking depth. Its finely curved center and side-form seams
extend but a little below the waist-liiie, and the arrangement of the

extra width allowed below them is disposed to give the high bouf-

fant effect characterizing late modes. The front is superbly ad-

justed by double bust darts and single under-%rm darts, and the

sides have applied panel-draperies, surmounting which is a panier-
drapery that is shirred at its center and plaited up at its sides.

When the material selected is a silken texture in black, the front

may be overlaid between the panels with a jetted net gore, and the
waist portion may have a pointed vest or plastron simulated with
jet garnitures to inatch. Of course, the panels and sleeves will be
correspondingly decorated. The foot trimming is always narrow
and may be a plaiting, a ruching, etc. For plain dresses of a single

sober color, this is a charming shape, with bright underfacings
arranged upon its panels and pipings of color at its wrisls, upon its

collar, etc., etc. Dark blue, faced and piped with red, is a very
fashionable and becoming combination.
The other new costume has a full skirt, with a cluster of tucks

above its hem and a plain yoke top. The front and sides of this

skirt are gored, but the three breadths composing the back are full

and are drawn into the proper space by gathers. The over-dress is

like a polonaise with an entirely novel style of drapery. Its back is

beautifully fitted by three curved seams that terminate a little below
the waist-line, the fulness at the end of the center seam being under-
folded in a box-plait and that at each side-back seam in a plait turn-

‘ ing backward underneath. The back-drapery is rendered quite

bouffant by being lifted in loop fashion and tacked at the end of the

center seam of the body, and a graceful irregularity is produced by
laying the left side in upturning plaits below the hip. Each side

of the front has a pair of backward-turning plaits folded at the throat
just back of the hem of its front edge, and falls over a finely fitted

vest that has two darts in each side. A single bust dart and an
under-arm dart adjust each side of the polonaise, and a cluster of

plaits a little below the waist-line lifts the back edge handsomely
and produces a pointed effect at each side. The vest is only narrowly
exposed between the polonaise portions and is buttoned its depth.

Close coat sleeves and a high standing collar complete the garment.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1884, by THE BX7TTERICKPUBLISHING CO. \_Limited], in the Office of the Lil>rarian of Congress, at Washy

1 /

Cotton and silk foulards are favorite selections for such costumes.

Ladies’ Polonaise.

—

A vest, that is fitted by darts and closes in

the same fashion as that of the costume just described, is also a

feature of the new style of polonaise. The fronts proper are

slightly gathered at each side of the throat and fall apart over the

vest. There is an under-arm dart in each side, and a cluster of plaits

is folded in each back edge below the hip. Plaits also lift the front

edges of the back, and three finely curved seams, terminating at the

top of underfolded extra widths, fit it beautifully. Long hemmed
ties of the fabric, or ties of moderately broad ribbon, are sewed over

the under-arm -dart seams at the waist-line and knotted loosely

in front, with stylish effect. The sleeves are plainly completed, and
the collar is in the high standing shape. This is a graceful fashion

for polonaises of soft goods to wear above skirts of the same or of a

different color and texture. All the edges may be lace-bordered,

underfaced with color, braided or plainly finished with hems.
Ladies’ Dressing-Sack.

—

This new sack will be made of simple

wash goods for dressing-room uses and of pretty cashmeres and
fancy silks for breakfast and informal house wear. Its back is cut

in French fashion, with a curving center seam
;
and the fronts arc

cut very narrow, so as to overlap vest-like center portions. The
fronts proper have under-arm darts in them, and the vest portions

are curved at their closing edges and united with button-holes and
buttons, the method of closing being sometimes visible and some-
times concealed by bows of ribbon or & jabot of lace. Hand-embroid-
ery is very fashionable on sacks of silk and wool goods. Cambrics
will be trimmed with ruffles, Hamburgs, etc.

Ladies’ .Basque.—A stylish novelty in basques is seldom published

in August. This month, however, is issued a most graceful shape,

which is intended for general and special wear and may have its neck
cut low and square or in heart shape when selected to complete a

very dressy costume. It is double-pointed in front and closes with

button-holes and buttons. Double bust darts, under-arm gores, side-

form seams and a center seam perform the adjustment, with the

most superb effect. The three back seams terminate a little below
the waist-line, and below their terminations are allowed extra widths,

which are underfolded to form two box-plaits upon the outside, the

length being regulated so that at the front of the plaits the skirt falls

in deep points while the center portion is quite short. The front

may be trimmed in hussar fashion, and so may the wrists of the

sleeves. The collar is in the high military shape. For both rich

and inexpensive dress goods, this basque pattern will be a universal

favorite.

Ladies’ Over-Skirt.—The latest over-skirt pattern is quite de'ep ./ <

and comprises three sections, two of which unite to form the front, 1'’^'

the broader overlapping the narrower at the left side and both being
y

cross-wrinkled by shirrings in the back edges below the hips.y

These portions flare toward the bottom, and the overlapping edge

is apparently held in position by buttons and simulated button-hole/

Darts fit them about the hips. The back is a full breadth, that/»

also draped by a shirring in each side and is gathered to the pro)^

size at the top. Braid, velvet ribbon, broad bands of contra^
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goods or any fashionable trimming may be added upon all the edges,

or a plain finish may be adopted if preferred. An over-skirt of this

style and a basque of the same material may be fashionably worn
with a contrasting skirt.

Ladies’ Wraps.—There are two elegantly shaped wraps, that may
be developed in satins, velvets, brocades of all colors and qualities,

camel’s-hairs, cashmeres, suit goods and lace nets. One of these

wraps has its front

cut in long, square
tabs and the sleeve

portions standing in

high curves over the

shoulders. The back
is much shorter than
the front and has a

curving center seam
that adjusts it beauti-

fully to the figure.

The sleeves are given

a mandarin effect

about the hands by
shallow sections that

are sewed to open-
ings cut in the dol-

man portions. It is

customary to cover
the mandarin por-

tions with the trim-

ming, which may be
fringe, lace, passemen-
terie or, for mourning
wear, bands of crape

or dead-black silk.

The other wrap has
shorter but similarly

shaped fronts, and its

ba«k is in cape fash-

ion, with a curving

seam at the center

and seams that ex-
tend along the insides

of the arms and join

it to the fronts. This

wrap fits easily in

sleeve fashion over
the arms, though it

has no separate sleeve-

sections. Any deco-
ration appropriate for

the other style of

wrap is also adapted
to this, and both
shapes are suitable

for mourning fabrics.

For deep mourning,
the foundation is

sometimes entirely

covered with crape.

Braids are worn
upon woolen fabrics

by fashionable ladies

who ai'e in mourning.
They are set on the

garment in jiarallel

lines and are chosen

in broad widths.

Ladies’ Night-
Dp.ess.—A prettily

shaped night-robe is

fashioned with seven
box-plaits in its back,

which are stitched in

their folds for some
distance from the top.

The front has an oval

yoke, that may be

of embroidered web-
V/ing, lace net, two
ki.uls of insertion, tucking, etc. To the lower edges of the yoke the

;lecper portion i.s gathered at each side of the closing, which is made
\itii button-holes and buttons. The sleeves are in coat shape and
n'w have graduated riilTles, decorated to aexord with the yoke, at

thcyvj'ists. Double frills usually stand about the neck, e

Figure No. 1.—Ladies’ Frincess Costume.—This illustrates Pattern No. t)3 1C (patent

applied for), price Is. (id. or 35 cents.

(For Descrii)tioii sec I’nge 78.)

(ti'o'j; he little standing collar.

<liii\iiabl.‘ for .such (rarments and

\

ntiroly con-
Wasliable silks arc now very
are trimmed with strong, firm

laces. Linen, cambric and muslin are, however, more generally pre-
ferred.

Ladies’ Chemises.—Two new shapes for chemises are provided, and
both of them may be finished so as to be worn outside the corset
and do duty for a corset-cover and under-skirt in very warm weather
when every additional garment means additional discomfort. One
of them is cut out in Pompadour shape both front and back, the neck

edges being slightly

gathered and sewe(i

to bands of lace,

Hamburg insertion

or the goods. Edg-
ing to match or tiny

ruffles may form the
finish for the neck
and arm’s-eye edges,

which latter are

shaped to make
sleeves unnecessary.
The lower edge may
be finished plainly

or trimmed to accord
w'ith the upper por-
tion.

The other chemise
has a round neck, and
in its front is inserted

an oval yoke, which
may be as decora-
tive as desired. This
chemise is gathered
to the lower edge of

the yoke and also

across the back, and
its garnitures may be
as simple or elab-

orate as the fancy de-

sires. Both of these

patterns are adapted
to cottons, cambrics,

linens, flannels, wash
silks, etc., etc.

Ladies’ Petticoat.

—A carefully gored
petticoat, with a gath-

ered back-breadth to

the lower part of

which extra fulness

is attached in flounce

fashion, is shaped by
a new pattern. The
gores have darts in

them, and the top of

the petticoat is sewed
to a band that forms
a casing at the back
for tapes, which draw
it up to the size of

the wearer’s waist.

Tucks and Hamburg
embroideries, Smyrna
and Medici laces are

stylish decorations for

white petticoats, and
plain hems are always
lady-like, no matter

what the material

may be.

L A I) 1 i:
’ O P E N

Drawers.—^.V satis-

factory jiatteni for

open drawei's is fash-

ioned with a yoke
that i.s iHiinted in

fi'ont and narrowed
off to the width of a

waist - band at the

back, where the draw-

ers are gathered to it. A little below its upjier edge' it is .slitclu'd

to form a casing for .a short distance from (“.aeh end, and in the

casings are inserted tapes that regulate the final adjustment. The

trimming may vary to accord with the texture of the goods selected.

It is well to remember that, in applying llamburgs, laces or, indeed,

any kind of open trimming, a moderate amount of fulness not only

adds to it beauty of elTect, but increases its durability.
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FASHIONS FOR MISSES.

Of course, not many new shapes for misses’ garments are expected

at this time, and this may be the reason why the patterns issued

this month seem unusually generous in number and choice in effect.

Many of them are not only graceful and becoming, but original and

picturesque : and these are qualities always appreciated. If a judi-

cious selection of ma-
terials be made, any
of the garments made
up by the new pat-

terns may be worn
for a long time.

Misses’ CostuiMes.
—-Two beautiful yet

nowise elaborate fash-

ions for misses’ cos-

tumes are just pub-
lished. The skirt of

one of them is in

fashionable four-

gored shape, fitting

smoothly at the front

and sides and having

a full back-breadth.

Three rows of over-

lapping plaitings trim

it prettily, though
any other decora-

tion preferred may
be applied. Its over-

dress is a shapely

short basque, with
draperies attached to

its lower part. The
basque portion is ad-

justed by single bust

darts, u n d e r - a rm
gores, side-form
seams and a center

seam. The back-drap-

ery is shirred at the

sides so as to fall

quite deeply at the

left side, while at the

right it is drawn up
^

high, the inequality

in its draping being
very attractive. Its

top is attached to the

body portion to form
a series of loops, and
the front-drapery is

shirred to form a

deep, wrinkled oval

and a shorter point,

the pointed portion

falling at the left side.

The top of the front-

drapery is slip-stitch-

ed smoothly to the

costume in a curved
outline. A bow is

fastened over tlie

shirring at the left of

the center, and all the

edges are lace-border-

ed or otherwise trim-

med to suit the fan-

cy, unless a plain fln-

ish be preferred. The
sleeves are in plain

close coajt shape, and
the neck has a higii,

close collar. A finish

of lace or embroidery
is always in good
taste about the neck
and wrists. For Avoolens, braids, colored pipings or underfacings of

silk or satin are charming completions, and so also is a tailor finish.

Summer silks and nun’s-vailings will usually be more elaborately
completed.

The other costume is noticeable for its novel and picturesque con-
struction. It will be especially popular for misses who have not yet
begun to look forward to young ladyhood. It closes in double-

breasted fashion, and its center-back and center-front portions are in

one length from neck to lower edge. There is a box-plait in each

side of the front, and two are folded in the back. Single bust darts

and side-back seams perfect the adjustment, and the side-back por-

tions are cut off across the hips, and to each side is joined a side-

plaited skirt-portion, which, with the cuff facings and the high rolling

collar, will usually be of contrasting goods. Pocket-laps rest upon
the sides, and to them
are fastened the bow-
ed ends of ribbons at-

tached beneath the

folds of the plaits in

the front and back.

A more youthful and
becoming costume
than this for a young
miss could not be se-

lected, nor one freer

from the requirement
for trimming.

Misses’ English
Morning Dress.—No
style of morning dress

could be prettier or

more suggestive of

the fact that the ear-

ly hours of the day
are no excuse for un-
attractive attire than
the dainty garment
published under the

‘above title. Its ad-

justment is Princes.s-

like in effect and is

accomplished by a

curving center seam,
side-form seams and
effective single bust
darts. It buttons its

depth, and has quaint-

ly shaped applied

pockets and a stand-

ing collar. The sleeves

are in coat shape, and
their wrists and the

front of the dress, and
also the pockets, may
be trimmed with
braid, velvet ribbon,

etc. The lower edge
may be bordered with
a niffle or ruching or

any narrow garniture.

A frill of lace, arrang-

ed to fall over the col-

lar, has a pretty ef-

fect. This dress or

wrapper may be lin-

ed, or unlined, ac-

cording to its mate-
rial. Woolens are
pleasanter to wear if

they are provided
with lining. This
style of robe is pret-

ty enough to wear in

the breakfast room
and even to the lunch-

jeon table.

Misses’ Basque.

—

A
style of basque, well

adapted to combina-
tion with the skirt

next de.scribed orwith
any other prevailing

mode, has a short

front that is slightly

cut away below
closing buttons and is nearly straight across its lower edge in h/

of its single bust darts. Its back is also nearly straight bety
its side-back seams, and its center seam is discontinued from aJ

below the waist-line. Underarm gores complete the adjus/ t

and the lower edges are cut in pretty upward curves over tP^ V
Buttons may ornament the side-back seams below the vfJ'q/

and a vest facing may be applied upon the front, cufifaoing^ ''

f

Figure No. 2.—Ladies’ Polonaise Costume.

—

This consists of Ladies’ Polonaise No.

9314 (patent applied for), price Is. 3d. or 30 cents; and Skirt

No. 9275, price Is. 3d. or 30 cents.

^For Description see Page 79.)
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being added upon the sleeves. The standing collar may also be of

the contrasting goods. For cottons, for woolens of all kinds and
for silks, this pattern is equally attractive and appropriate.

Misses’ Walking Skirt.—A pretty style of skirt with attached

draperies has its foundation constructed in the prevailing fashion,

with three gores fitted by darts and a gathered back-breadth.

Upon the front is sewed a plain drapery that is cut in tabs at its

lower edge, and upon
the sides are plaited

panel-draperies. None
of these draperies ex-

tends to the belt, and
they are all overhung
by a short tahlier,

which is conformed
to the shape of the

gores by darts and
plaited at its ends.

The back-drapery is

gathered at the top,

plaited at the sides

and underlooped in a

houffant manner at the

center. Its lower
edge is cut in tabs

matching those of the

front - drapery, and
upon the back and
front of the skirt are

arranged two rows
of narrow knife-plait-

ing, which show pret-

tily in the openings
between the tabs. For
two kinds of wool-
ens, silks and woolens
combined, printed and
plain cottons, or for

dress fabrics in any
pretty combination,

this is a charming
shape that is sure of

popularity. Lace or

embroidery may be
rulHed to the edge of

the tablier.

Misses’ Night-
Dress .—A square

yoke to which the

gown proper is gath-

ered, coat-shaped
sleeves and a high
neck-band are the

features of a new
and pretty style of

night-dress. The yoke
may be of tucked mus-
lin, Hamburg web-
bing or Kursheedt’s
Standard lace tuck-

ing, and the sleeves

may have cuff facings

of the same. Edg-
ings according with
wliatever m,aterial is

chosen for these por-

tions will border the

neck and wrists and
the overlaj) in which
the button-holes are

Avorked, as well as

the lower edges of

the yoke. Tlie lat-

ter jiortion is cut in

one piece.

All the patterns
above described for

misses’ use are in eight sizes for misses from eight to lifteen years
of age.

FASHIONS FOR (URLS.

’Patterns for girls’ clothes se(Mu to have no sjiccial season, except

V'
"‘‘'y invrea.scd to meet llie cli.anges froin hot to

^Ihycather; for can any mother say that (here ever was a time

A \

when a growing girl did not need some addition to her wardrobe ?

Girls’ Costumes.—There are tlmee novel styles of costumes for

girls, and all of them are far from being as elaborate in their con-
struction as they appear in the illustrations. One pattern has a long
Avaist that has three box-plaits stitched in the front and three at the
back, the closing being made beneath the center one at the back.
The top is cut out in Pompadour shape both back and front, with

bretelle-like exten-
sions that are joined

in short .seams on the
shoulders. The Pom-
padour openings are

filled in by a yoke,

which is usually of

contrasting goods and
to which the sleeves

are sewed. The
sleeves are also of

contrasting goods.

To the lower edge of

the body portion is

sewed a box-plaited

skirt, which is finish-

ed with a hem at its

lower edge. A lit-

tle ^awfer-drapery is

sewed across the

front and sides, a

shirring being made
at its center and at

each side, and its

ends are arranged in

sash loops under a

wrinkled cross-piece

at the back. The
bottom of the panier-

drapery, the sleeves

and neck, and the
upper and arm's-eye

edges of the slip may
be trimmed Avith lace,

embroidery, etc., Avith

pleasing results. The
yoke and sleeves may-

be of open-Avork
when daintiness is

desired. The pattern

is in eight sizes for

girls from . five to

twelve years of age.

Another costume
is shaped with a Prin-

cess foundation, and
has an under-arm dart

in each side and three

short and handsomely
curved seams at the

back. Below the ends
of the back seams
extra Avidth is folded

under in plaits, to

provide amplcness
for the loAver j)art of

the garment. ITpon

the front is added a

Fedora or blouse vest

that is gathered at the

top and bottom, eon-

cealing the closing of

the Princess portion

and itself Inittoning

to the left side of the

costume. Overlap-

]iiiig tlic sides of the

vest are jacket por-

tions, Avhieh are scav-

ed with (he front to

the back and overhang pointed draperie.s that are ]ilaited njt at

their back edges and flare in front, a large boAv of the goods con-
cealing the arrangement of their back edges. Tin' neck has a high

collar about it. H'wo mat(>rials varying in color or texture may be
united in a costume of this style, Avith jih'asing results. Plaitings,

rutiles, etc., may trim the sides and front of tlu' I’rinecss quite

dee]>ly, or only a foot trimming may be added. The pattern is in

eight sizes for girls from live to twelve years of age.

Figure No. 3.—Ladies’ Negirgb.—Tliis consists of Ladies’ Sack No. 9313, price Is. or 25
cents; and Petticoat No. 9313, p'rice Is. or 25 cents.

(For UcscripUon see Page 70.)
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Another costume has a double box-plait folded on the overlapping-

side of the front and.another at the center of the back. These plaits

extend the full length of the costume, and at each side of them the

edges are turned in for a finish and shirred upon a deep, square yoke.

Belt tie.s are attached beneath the folds of the plait in the back, and
their opposite ends are fastened with a buckle over the plait in the

front, tlie closing being made beneath this plait. A standing collar,

and also a narrow collar in turn-down fashion, are about the neck.

The turn-down collar may be like the cuff facings and the belt.

This pattern is sure to become a favorite, and is in nine sizes for

girls from one to nine

3'ears of age.

GriELs’ Wrapper.—

A

trim and most comfort-

able shape for a wrapper
is just published. It has

a long sack waist, with

an under-arm dart in each

side of the front and side-

back seams and a center

seam at the back. These
shape the upper part of

the wrapper properly, and
a Spanish flounce con-

tributes the additional

depth necessary, being

gathered and sewed to

position to form its o-wm

heading. A round turn-

over collar is about the

neck, its edges and the

wrists of the sleeves being

finished to accord with
each other. Cottons, linens

and all kinds of pretty

woolens will be selected

for this wrapper, the pat-

tern to which is in seven
sizes for girls from three

to nine years of age.

G-irls’ Aprons.—A new
pattern for a dress apron
is as practical as it is pret-

ty. It is cut out in Pom-
padour shape in front, and
its neck is low and round
at the back. Under-arm
gores contribute to the

adjustment of both the

back and front, and the

closing edges are curved
to assist in the process

and united with button-
holes and buttons to below
the waist-hne, the lower
corners being prettily

rounded off. A little

Pompadour piece of the

goods or of openwork is

inserted in the front, and
the neck, arms’-eyes and
lower edges are finished

with narrow ruffling, lace

or embroidery. This pat-

tern is intended for cam-
brics, mulls, linens, prints

and all apron materials,

and is in eleven sizes for

girls from two to twelve
years of age. Of course,

it is well understood that

white goods are the dain-

tiest selection for aprons,

and, when one considers

that there is no danger of

their fading and that they wear longer than printed fabrics, the fact
that they cost a little more does not make them more expensive.
Another pattern adapted to the same range of fabrics is cut with

a low, square neck both back and front, and its body portion
is fitted by short seams upon the shoulders, and also by side and side-
front seams. To the lower edge of the body portion is added a flounce-
like skirt-po.rtion, which is scantily gathered at the top and hemmed
at its lower edge. Sometimes the skirt will have a cluster of fine tucks
made above its hem, and sometimes it will be formed of flounce em-
broidery. Narrow edging of any kind may finish the neck and

Figupe No. 4.

—

Ladies’ Toilette.—This consists of Ladies’ Basque No, 9292, price

Is. or 25 cents; Over-Skirt No. 9289 (patent applied for), price Is. or 25
cents; and Skirt No. 8682, price Is. 3d. or 30 cents.

(For Description see Page 80.)

arms’-eyes. Sash ties of the goods are plaited into the side seamV ''

and bowed at the back. The closing is made with button-holes
and buttons. The pattern is in ten sizes for girls from tliree to\

twelve years of age.

Girls’ Night-Dress.—The yoke style is always in favor for night-

dresses, and the latest pattern is constructed in this fashion. The
lower portion is gathered to the. yoke, and the closing is made the
entire depth of the front. The sleeves are in coat shape, and the
neck has a straight band about it. Narrow ruffling, lace edgings
and embroideries are among the fashionable decorations. The pat-

tenr is adapted to all ma-
terials used for such gar-

ments, and is in seven
sizes for girls from three
to nine 3^ears of age.

FASHIONS FOR CHIL-
DREN.

The small lad and lassie

are amply provided this

month with novelties of

style,which will be in good
taste in any one of the

four seasons, the material

and mode of finish differ-

ing, while the shape re-

mains the same. Small
boys and girls still dress

in the same styles of gar-

ments, and this feature is

likely to prevail.

Child’s Costume.—

A

beautiful style for a little

dress of any soft fabric is

just published for children

from two to six years of

age. It has an inserted

Pompadour yoke both
back and front, which may
be of open-work or any
contrasting material pre-

ferred. The waist, which
is cut to extend well be-

low the hips; is gathered

to the lower edges of the

yoke and also at its own
low'er edges for a short

distance at each side of

the closing and of the cen-
ter of the front, a narrow
belt being sewed to its

lower edge. The skirt is

gathered in flounce fash-

,
ion to the belt and is

1 overhung by a narrower
flounce-ornament which is

a part of the pattern, both
being decorated at their

lower edges or finished

plainly as preferred. The
belt may be 'of the mate-
rial or of insertion. The
sleeves may have little

cuff-facings corresponding

with the yoke, and their

tops and the band about
the neck may be orna-

mented with edging of a

harmonizing variety. For
cambrics, prints, Surahs,

cashmeres, vaiUngs, etc.,

etc., the pattern is one of

the prettiest modes.
Children’s Dresses.—A new dress pattern for boys and girls from

six months to six years of age is especially attractive. It has

a simply shaped, long waist, with shoulder and under-arm seams to

aid in its adjustment. The closing is made invisibly at the back, and
both the front and back are ornamemed by clusters of tucks taken

in them, the exact arrangement of which is indicated in the pattern.

Bands of insertion may be set between and back of the tucks, and
edging and insertion may finish the sleeves and neck. The skirt

is a short, flounce-like addition, wdiich is seamed to the lower edgr

of the body portion, the joining being concealed by a sash of
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t goods, ribbon or Surah, which is tied in a bow at the back. The

skirt may be tucked and trimmed to accord with the remainder, or it

may be entirely plain in its completion. This pattern is adapted to

all materials worn by children.

A little yoke, to which is shirred a slip-like lower part, long
sleeves gathered to form frills about the wrists, high shoulder-puffs

and a standing collar are the features of the latest Mother-Hubbard
dress for little folks. The yoke closes at the back with button-

holes and buttons and has seams upon the shoulders, the slip having
seams at the sides. A ruffle of lace at the neck is usually the only

decoration added. A cluster of tucks in the lower part if; in good
taste. This style of garment will be made of silks, cottonsLr wool-
ens, and will remain in fashion a long time. The pattern is in seven

sizes for children from six months to six years of age.

Another style of dress, that is much liked for very small people,

is fashioned with a round waist that has a little oval yoke, which is

overlapped by the top of the lower part. The latter has groups of

half-inch tucks turning toward the center of the front and the clos-

ing of the back, and is finished with a belt. The skirt is straight and
round, and is gather-

ed at its top and
sewed to the belt.

The sleeves are in

coat shape and may
have bands or cuff

facings of ornamental
goods at the wrists.

A narrow band may
also overlie the. join-

ing of the yoke. Any
material in vogue for

children’s wear makes
up prettily in this

fashion. The pattern

calls for but little if

any trimming, and is

in seven sizes for chil-

dren from six months
to six years of age.

Cbild’s Slip.—

A

novel pattern for a

slip for small persons
from six months to

three years of age is

issued for August.
It has a cluster of

tucks taken in the
center of the front

and at each side of

the closing of the

back from the neck
to some distance be-

low the waist-line,

and back of these

tucks the top is cut
out in deep curves
from the neck to the

arms’-eyes, leaving

the shoulder portions

to be supplied by lit-

tle ornamental pieces,

which may be of

open-work, tucking,

etc. The effect of

this arrangement is

especially novel and
pretty. The skirt is merely a flounce, which may be of embroidery

or the dress goods. The sleeves and neck are completed to accord

with the general effect. Prints, percales, all kinds of Avhite goods
and, indeed, all varieties of material worn by young children will be
selected for such slips.

Child’s Apron.

—

An apron so perfect in shape that in warm days

it will often take the place of a dress is suggestive of a slij). It

has side-front gores extending to the shoulders, and closes its depth

at the back. The sleeves are in coat shape, and the deep, turn-over

collar is in two sections, which flare at the center of the front and
back. Ginghams with colored embroideries, and white goods with

a plain finish or dainty edgings, arc the prevailing selections for

aprons. The pattern is in seven sizes for children from six months

1(0 six years of age.

Child’s Mother-11iiiih.\rd Honnet.—A close and pretty style of

bi'nnct, Avith a round crown and a deej), gathered cape, is among
the charming patterns for children from two to si.x years of age.

It may be of wmll or cambric, but is ])rettiest when made of deep
embn'idery. A ruchingisset beneath the front edge, and this dcco-

9316
Front View.

Ladies’ Princess Costume, (patent applied
for).

(For Description see Page 80.)

ration extends well over the forehead of the little wearer. A quill-
ing or twist of ribbon may be added over .the seam joining the
cape, and its ends are tied under the chin. The bonnet may be
laundered, and a fresh ruche substituted as often as necessary.

MEN’S AND BOYS’ DEPARTMENT.

Men’s Double-Breasted Under-Shirt.

—

A shirt pattern, to be
used for Summer or Winter goods, is just published. It is an excel-
lent shape for flannels or for raw or India silks. It opens at the right
side of the front over an added shield, and is collarless. Its lower
corners are rounded, and its wrists are provided with wrist-bands.
Its neck, shield and facing may be bound with linen, cotton or silk

braid, or they may be machine-stitched. The pattern is in eleven
sizes for men from thirty-two to forty-six inches, breast measure.

Boys’ Double-Breasted Under-Shirt.

—

Boys are provided with
an under-shirt quite similar to the one designed for men, and
nobody will find any difficulty in making either one. The same mate-
rials are used for the
one as for the other.

The pattern to this •

under-shirt is in thir-

teen sizes for boys
from three to fifteen ^

years of age.

Figure No. 1.—LA-
DIES’ PRINCESS

COSTUME.
(For Illustration see Page

74.)

Figure No. 1.

—

This illustrates a La-
dies’ Princess cos-

tume. The pattern,

which is No. 9316
and costs Is. 6d. or

35 cents, is in thir-

teen sizes for ladies

from twenty-eight to

forty-six inches, bust
measure, and is hand-
somely portrayed in

two vieivs on this

Side-Bad: View.

Ladies’ Princess Costume, (patent applied
for).

(For Description see Page 80.)

page.

A superb costume
of black brocaded
Ottoman, with a rich

jet garniture, is here
represented. It is in

Princess style, and its

very bouffant draper-

ies are strikingly ef-

fective. The fitting,

which is made by
double bust darts,

single under-arm
darts, low side-form

seams and a center

seam, is close and ele-

gant. A wide ample-
ness is left at the end
of the center seam and is plaited up clo.sely along the center at

the top and tacked to the center seam, falling in two deep loops

that are held in place by tackings. A deep loop is tacked in each

front edge, and an under-tape at each side upholds the back in a.

bouffant manner, other tapes drawing the fulness of the drajiery styl-

ishly backward. The front is closed with button-holes and buttons

to a desirable depth below the waist-line, and below this is in one

piece. The bottom of the dress is uiiturned in a deep hem, from
under which extends a box-plaiting of plain silk that deepens the

skirt suitably. Upon the center of the front is a handsome jet-

embroidered gore, and at each side of the gore is a long, plain panel

of the brocaded (ittoinan that is decorated down its front edge with

handsome jet-ornaments having swinging pendants. Drooping over

the gores and panels is a handsome dra]iery that is sewed to the

dress in such a way as to give the body the outline of a deep,

pointed bodice; and' this drapery is beautifully draped in inW pani^r

effect by a close shirring at the center and plaits in the back

edges. A rmv of rich fringe, sparkling with jets, garnitures the

lower edge of this drapery. Above the drapery the front is decora-
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ted at each side of the closing with a row of handsome jet passemen-

terie applied in the outline of a curved vest. A standing collar

encircles the neck, and the long, close-fitting coat sleeves are each

trimmed at the wrist with a row of passementerie. Ruffs of lisse

are worn at the neck and wrists.

The mode is particularly effective developed in rich textures, and

is stylish for both street and indoor wear. The neck and sleeves

may be as fancifully finished as the taste desires
;
and lace, embroidery,

passementerie or any garniture preferred may elaborate the costume.

Gores, embroidered in jet, pearl and colored beads of all varieties,

may be purchased complete for application; and passementerie,

lace or fringe of any variety to correspond may also be added. All

kinds of dress goods are desirable for such costumes.

Fioure No. 2.—LADIES’ POLONAISE COSTUME.

stylish results. One material may, however, be employed for the

entire costume, with good effect. Decoration is seldom used on such
costumes, the neglige appearance of the drapery and the completed
effect of the plaited skirt making garnitures rather out of place.

The hat is of brown straw, trimmed with a very full scarf of

Surah and an immense bunch of pale yellow blossoms, with their

bright green foliage.
<!-.

Figure No. 3.—LADIES’ NEGLIGE.

(For Illustration see Page 75.)

Figure No. 2.—This illustrates a Ladies’ polonaise and kilt skirt.

The polonaise pat-

tern, which is No.
9314 and costs Is. 3d.

or 30 cents, is in thir-

teen sizes for ladies

from twenty-eight to

forty-six inches, bust

measure, and is por-

trayed in two views
on page 80 of this

Delineator.
The skirt pattern,

which is No. 9275
and costs Is. 3d. or

30 cents, is in nine

sizes for ladies from
twenty to thirty-six

inches, waist measure,

and is differently rep-

resented on its ac-

companying label.

A prevailing fancy

in polonaise draperies

is represented in this

costume. The skirt

is made of heavy
Surah of a deep
brown shade, and is

a kilt with a deep,

smooth-fitting yoke
at the top. The plaits

are broad and deep,

and are stayed under-
neath by tapes.

The polonaise is

made of mode cash-

mere, with Surah for

the short vest fronts,

which are closely fit-

ted by double bust

darts and are attach-

ed to the deep polon-

aise fronts along the

under-arm darts in

the latter, these darts

imparting a graceful,

clinging effect at the

sides. The polonaise fronts are shirred at the neck for some
dista,nce back of the front edges, and the fulness is left to fall in a

neglige manner that is at present very popular. Wide ties of ribbon,

plaited into the darts, are carried loosely forward and tied in a large

bow in front, without at all confining the fulness. The polonaise
fronts fall quite deeply upon the skirt and are drawn stylishly apart
by a cluster of deep upturning plaits in their back edges. The back
fits closely, and its nicely curved center and side-back seams termin-
ate below the waist-line in underfolded plaits that amplify the
drapery handsomely. Deep plaits, laid to turn downward, drape
the back in a very stylish manner. Buttons and button-holes close
the vest fronts. The polonaise fronts are confined to the vest fronts
by the high officer’s collar, and a fancy clasp is at the throat. The
coat sleeves have round cuffs simulated with the brown Surah, and
lace, applied to the wrist edge in a full frill and caught up on the
cuff at the back of the arm, completes them dressily. A full ruff of
lace or crepe lisse is worn at the neek.

Combinations are especially effective in costumes of this style,
and materials that contrast in texture or color may be selected, with

93QS
Right Sid,e-Front View.

Ladies’ Costume, (patent applied for).

(For Description see Page 81.)

(For Illustration see P.age 76.)

Figure No. 3.—This illustrates a Ladies' petticoat and dressing-

sack. The petticoat pattern, which is No. 9313 and costs Is. or 25

cents, is in nine sizes for ladies from twenty to thirty-six inches,

waist measure, and is represented with different trimming on page

84. The sack pattern, which is No. 9312 and costs Is. or 25 cents,

is in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches,

bust measure, and is pictured in two views on page 82.

The petticoat is made of fine nainsook and very prettily, though
very simply, trim-

med. Three nicely

shaped gores, smooth-
ly fitted by darts, form
the front and sides of

the garment, and the

full, gathered breadth

is only about two-
thirds the depth of the

gores, the required

length being provid-

ed by a flounce gath-

ered to the lower
edge. A belt finishes

the top of the petti-

coat, and in it, • for

some distance from
the placket opening,

are run tapes, by
which the width at

the waist is regulated.

A deep flounce of the

material trims the pet-

ticoat all around, and
is edged with deep
lace at the bottom,

trimmed a little above
the lace with a row
of insertion and also

headed by a row of

insertion, the material

being cut away be-

neath the flounce and
the insertion with

the most dainty ef-

fect imaginable.

The sack is made
of figured cambric,

and the garniture

comprises Turkey red

embroidery and satin

ribbon of the two col-

ors in the cambric.

The fronts open upon
a narrow vest that is

sewed flatly to them
underneath and also

seamed along the bust darts. These darts and long under-arm
darts fit the fronts snugly, and hooks and loops, or buttons and
button-holes in a fly close the vest. The French back has its

three seams fashionably curved, and the sack is uniform m depth
all around. A row of embroidery turns upward from the lower
edges of the fronts and back and also decorates the overlapping

front edges and the wrists of the easy-fitting coat sleeves, large
pocket-laps rest upon the hips, and turning down from their seamed
edges is a row of the embroidery. The collar rolls high and is quite

deep, a row of embroidery added to its edges rendering it quite

elaborate in effeet. Full bows, formed of narrow satin ribbon of the

two colors in the material, are fastened down the closing, with

attractive and dressy results. Ruffs of lace or lisse may be wmrn at

the neck and wrists, or linen lingerie may be adopted according

to preference. -

These two garments are models of excellence in their fashioniB

and may be developed in all materials suitable to their c/

struetion. Muslin, cambric, nainsook, pongee, sateen, raw silk, .

are all used for petticoats to wear in the house and street, any

9306
Left Side-Baclc View.

Ladies’ Costume, (patent .\_pplied for).

(For Description see Page 81.)
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trimming, of course, will be in accordance with the texture. White
petticoats may be elaborated with tucks, insertions, laces, embroid-
eries, puffings, ruffles, etc.

;
and plaitings, ruffles, embroideries,

ruches, braids, etc., may garniture petticoats of heavier materials.

Sacks are made of lawns. Surahs, pongees. Summer silks, cashmeres,
nainsooks, cambrics and all pretty woolens, silks and cottons. They
may be elaborately garnitured with laces, embroideries, etc., and
frequently the vest will be of contrasting material. Sacks of white
goods, and also of pretty colored fabrics, will have the vest of

embroidered material or lace net, or of white sheer goods, tucked
uniformly or in clusters with {puffings or insertions between. Laces
will frequently be arranged as jabots down the front edges, with
beautiful effect.

figure. A short, pointed strap of velvet ribbon, between two longer
straps, extends from the outside seam of the sleeve upon the upper 1

side of the wrist
;
and an officer’s collar completes the neck. Linen

cuffs and a linen choker-collar are worn with this toilette.

All varieties of dress goods, including Summer silks, pongees.
|

sateens, foulards, nun’s-vaihngs, batistes, lawns, nainsooks, figured '{

and dotted Swiss muslins, etc., are adapted lo costumes of this

style. Laces, embroideries, ruffles, plaitings, insertions, braids, pas-
sementeries, etc., may be stylishly used as garnitures on suitable tex-
tures, and may be simple or elaborate in disposal, as preferred.
The bonnet is of fancy straw, trimmed with a puffing of silver-

gray silk, ribbon of the same shade, a pompon of feathers and a
|

bunch of blossoms and leaves.

Figure No. 4.—LADIES’ TOILETTE.

(For Illustration see Page 77.)

Figure No. 4.—This illustrates a Ladies’ basque, over-skirt and
walking skirt. The basque pattern, which is No. 9292 and costs Is.

or 25 cents, is in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-

six inches, bust meas-
ure, and is pictured

in two views on page
83. The over-skirt

pattern, which is No.
9289 and costs Is. or

25 cents, is in nine

sizes for ladies from
twenty to thirty-six

inches, waist measure,

and is shown with a

different style of dec-

oration on jiage 83 of

this Delineator. The
skirt pattern, which is

No. 8682 and costs

Is. 3d. or 30 cents, is

in nine sizes for ladies

from twenty to thir-

tj^-six inches, waist

measure, and is dif-

ferently rejiresented

on its accompanying
label.

An especiall}'’ styl-

ish toilette of silver-

gray silk, with a lavish

and pretty garnitureof
velvet ribbon, is illus-

trated by this engrav-
ing. The round skirt

is of the four-gored
style, and is trimmed
about the foot with a

narrow box-plaiting

of the silk stitched

on and turned down
over its seaming.
The over-skirt has

front-draperies that

lap quite deeply at

the left side and then
flare gracefully. It is

drawn up prettily at

at the sides by close gatherings made along the upper part of

the side seam.s, these gatherings also draping the full, deep back
handsomely. Stays are arranged under the gathers to secure them,
and the result produced by the draping is novel and exceedingly
handsome. The right drapery of the front crosses to the left side,

where its edge is ornamented all the way down with alternate long
and short straps of velvet ribbon that are pointed at their front ends,

the other ends being fastened under the edge. Three rows of the

velvet ribbon border the loose edges of the narrow drajiery at the

left, side, and also the edges of the back-drapery.
The ba.sque is close-fitting, and its handsome adjustment is made

by double bust darts, narrow under-arm gores, side-back seams and
a center seam. It flares in handsome points below its closing but-

tons and button-holes, arches prettily over the hips and is shaped
(juite short between two handsome jioints at the back, where its

novel oullinos ar<^ rendered strikingly attractive l)y underfolded
|)laits at the ends of the middle three seams. The front is trimmed
<!own the closing edges with pointed straps of velvet ribbon in alter-

nating length.s, to correspond with the dispo.sal on the right-drapery
of the over-skirt; .all the straps being, however, gr.adnated j)rettily

^

>w. rd the waist-line so as not lo detr.act from the symmetry of the

LADIES’ PRINCESS COSTUME.
(For Illustrations see Page 78.)

No. 9316.—This costume is shown as developed in black brocaded
Ottoman, with some changes in the selection and arrangement of

the garnitures, at

Ladies’ figure No. 1

on page 74 of this

Delineator.
The high, bouffant

arrangement of drap-

er}' so fashionable at

the present time is

charmingly developed
in the construction of

this garment, which
also shows many
other attractive at-

tributes. The mate-
rial selected for it in

this instance is bro-

caded silk, and plain

silk is used for the

foot-plaiting. The ad-
justment is, as sug-

gested by the title,

performed in Prin-

cess fashion, the bod}'

and skirt being cut

together and the clos-

ing edges curved from
the throat to about
basque depth below
the waist-line, the

front being cut on a

fold of the goods for

the remainder of its

depth. The closing

edges are finished

with uuderfaeings,

and the closing is

made with button-
holes and buttons.

In each side of the

front are two bust

darts and an under-
arm dart, .and at the

back are side-back

seams and a center

seam, all three of which terminate a little below the waist-line at

the tops of extra widths allowed for the subsequent arrangement
of the back-drapery. The extra width at the end of each side-back

seam is arr.anged in a plait turning forward underneath, and that at

the end of the center seam is turned in for a finish, and at its center

are folded and invisibly tacked six shallow plaits that partially over-

lap each other. The topmost folds are caught to the end of the

center seam, and the arrangement is given a butterfly cflect that is

especially admired. Of course, the back of the costume is cut

enough deeper than the front to jiermit of these upturning plaits in

its length, and it is brought to a uniform depth with the front at the

side seams by folding a deep loop in each side a little below the hip,

the skirt being also caught together in a deep loop a little back of

the edge. A tape is fastened at the end of each side-back seam,

and its opposite end is tacked to the skirt lo complete the process

of upholding it in the graceful pose illustrated, thus equalizing the

depth all around. Upon the front, at a becoming depth below the

Avaist-line, is adjusted a pnin'er-drapery, formed of a single section of

material tliat is shirred up narrowly at its center and has four upturn-

ing plaits at each end. It is sewed upon the costume at its upper

edge in a gracefully curved outline th.at gives the body a pointed

Side-Front View. Side-Back View.

Ladies’ Polonaise, (patent applied for).

(For Descriiition see Pago 81.)
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bodice effect. The drapery is sewed to position- through its center

shirring, and its ends are included in the seams. Extending from

beneath the pawner-drapery at each side is a flat panel-drapery,

which is also sewed in with the side seam at its back edge and is

sewed flatly to the costume at its top. These panel sections flare to

disclose the front of the skirt in gore shape and fall even with the

bottom of the skirt, which is turned up the depth of a medium-wide

hem and finished with a box-plaiting of proportionate depth set on

the under side. The front is overlaid between the panels with a jet-

ted gore, and the panels are bordered with jetted lace turned flatly

from their edges. The sleeves are in coat shape and have rows of

lace turning from the wrists. A high standing collar finishes the

neck, and jetted lace passes from the shoulders in vest outline to the

top of the y»a?M'er-drapery.

A more elegant costume than this, or one more practical and use-

ful, could not be devised. The mode may, however, be developed

in any other materials and trimmings, with equally stylish results.

The front may be trimmed between the panels with ruffles of lace or

embroidery, and the panels and sleeves may be of lace or embroid-

ered net. A stylish travelling costume for a bride is made of gray

twilled dress goods, with Surah for the panels and tablier.

We have pattern No. 9316 in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-

eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of medium size,

it will require eleven yards and three-eighths of material twenty-

two inches wide,

or seven yards and
a-fourth thirty-six

inches wide. If goods
forty-eight inches
wide be chosen, then

four yards and seven-

eighths will suffice.

Price of pattern. Is.

6d. or 35 cents.

9299
Front View.

LADIES’ COSTUME.

(For Illustrations see Page
79.)

No. 9306.—Plain

and flgured dress

goods were employed
in the construction of

this costume
;

the

plain goods being used
for the over-dress, and
the figured for the

skirt; the arrange-

ment so long fashion-

able being thus re-

versed. Three gores

for the front and
sides and three full

breadths for the back
are united in the skirt,

and, after being-

joined, they are turn-

ed under for a wide
hem at the lower

edge and ornamented
by a cluster of sev-en narrow tucks above the hem. None of these

portions extends quite to the belt, but, after the top has been gath-

ered, all are sewed to a short, perfectly fitted yoke, which is cut on
a fold of the goods at the center and turned under for hems at its

ends. A placket opening is made at the center of the middle back-
breadth, and a narrow underfacing is applied to the top of the yoke
to strengthen it. A casing is sewed to the breadths about haE their

depth from the top, and into it are run tapes, that are slipped through
an opening made at the center and tied together to regulate the final

adjustment of the fulness.

The over-dress is a polonaise of very becoming style. It has vest
portions and is characterized by a bouffant arrangement of drapery
at the back, both features contributing much to its popularity. The
vest extends a becoming depth below the waist-line, is hemmed at

the right side, underfaced at the left, and closed with button-holes
and buttons. The outside or polonaise fronts are folded under in

straight hems of medium width at their front edges, and each side

has two backward-turning plaits laid in it at the throat. These
portions, instead of uniting, flare gradually over the vest and are
drawn apart quite broadly below it by means of three upturning
plaits folded in the back edge of each below the hip, the crosswise
folds of these plaits mingling softly with the lengthwise folds of

those formed at the throat. There is an under-arm dart in each
polonaise portion, and the vest portion is sewed at its back edge

Ladies’ Wrap.

(For Description see Page 83.)

with the seam of this dart, its shoulder edge being even with that

of the front. A single bust dart is taken in the polonaise and vest
portion in the same seam, and in the polonaise portion at the end of
the seam extra width is arranged in a plait that turns forward un-
derneath and unites with the folds of the plaits laid higher up. The
fold of the second plait in the polonaise portion is tacked invisibly

to the vest upon the bust. In front of these bust darts another bust
dart is taken up in each vest-portion, the darts fitting the vest

closely to the figure. Side-back seams and a center seam fit the

back beautifully, and all three of them terminate a little below the

waist-line. Extra widths, allowed upon the center-back edges of

the drapery, are united in a seam and disposed in a box-plait

underneath
;
and the fulness at the end of eacli side-back seam is

arranged in a plait, turning forward underneath. Two upturning
plaits are folded in the right side edge of the back a little below the
hip, while in the left side seven overlapping plaits, also turning

upward, are folded. Of course, this side is thus raised much higher
than the other, and the lower edge is drawn to the left side and
gives the right-hand corner a pointed effect. The side seams termi-

nate a little below the plaits in each side, and the lower edges of the
fronts are slanted off with a pointed effect. The seam of the drap-
ery, at a point some distance below the top, is caught up on the out-

side to the center seam of the body, with the bouffant eSect pictured.

A button is placed at each end of the casing upon the back-breadths,

and over these but-

tons are slipped loops

of fine tape or elastic

cord fastened to the

front edges of the

back-drapery, the lat-

ter being thus at-

tached permanently
and not too closely

to the skirt. The
sleeves are in coat

shape and are entirely

plain in their comple-
tion, as is also the

high standing collar.

Costumes of this

style are much hked
for city and country
wear, and are made
up in flannel, Cheviot,

bunting and nun’s-

vaihng, and also in

gingham and other

cotton goods. Some-
times the vest is of

white pique or sateen,

and sometimes it is

of a very bright hue
and elaborated with
braid embroidery.
The edges of the

drapery may be trim-

med with lace, em-
broidery, etc., but are

just as fashionable

in effect when plainly

finished.

We have pattern No. 9306 in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-
eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the garment for a

lady of medium size, will require seven yards of plain material

twenty-two inches wide for the over-dress and eight yards and
three-eighths of figured goods in the same width for the skirt, or

three yards and a-haE of the one and four yards of the other forty-

eight inches wide. Price of pattern. Is. 6d. or 35 cents.

Side-Back View.

LADIES’ POLONAISE.

(For Illustrations see Page 80.)

No. 9314.—At Ladies’ figure No. 2 on page 75 of this magazine,

this polonaise is represented as made of cashmere, with accessories

of Surah, lace and ribbon.

The garment is extremely graceful and stylish in shape, and is

fashioned in a way that adapts it to both house and street wear.

Figured sateen is the material represented in the present instance,

and lace and ribbon form the garnitures. The fronts proper are

folded under for hems at their front edges and have an under-arm
dart in each side, the fulness usually removed by bust darts being,

however, allowed in them and also a desirable amount of extra

width, which is drawn into the proper space at the throat by a ,

short row of shirring in each side. Into the seams of the underv
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arm darts are sewed the back edges of vest portions, which extend

well below the waist-line and are cut to form a point at their lower
front corners. The vest portions are fitted by double bust darts and
are closed their depth with button-holes and buttons, the right side

being hemmed and the left underfaced. The fronts are drawn

LADIES’ WRAP.
(For Illustrations see Page 81.)

No. 9299.—The material represented in the present illustrations of
this wrap is brocaded silk, with lace and passementerie ornaments

slightly apart over the vest and quite broadly separated below it by for trimming. The garment is fashioned in a stylish and becoming
the arrangement of a cluster of four upturning, overlapping plaits manner, its fronts being the deepest portions and extending a grace-
in the back edge of each a little below the hip. Side-back seams ful distance below the waist-line in square tab shape. The back is

9317
Front Yiew.

Ladies’ Wrap.

(For Description see Page 83.)

and a center seam
divide the upper por-

tion of the back into

the most graceful pro-
portions and termi-

nate a httle below tbe

waist-line to permit
of arranging the drap-

ery in the high, bouf-

fant fashion so much
admired at the pres-

ent time. A plait

turning forward un-
derneath is formed
from the extra width
at the end of each
side-back seam, and
from the fulness at

the end of the center

seam a double box-
plait is folded upon
the under side. In
each front edge of the

back are laid two
downwa r d - turning

plaits, and then the

side seams are closed

and elastic straps or

tapes are fastened

beneath them to hold

the fulness of the

back within the

proper space. Ribbon
ties are sewed into the under-arm darts at the waist-line and knot-

ted in a graceful bow over the closing of the vest, holding the ful-

ness of the fronts becomingly, but not closely, to the figure. The
back-drapery falls below the front in a square outline, and all the

lower edges of the garment are 'plainly finished. The sleeves are

in coat shape and fit the arms closely. Lace, applied flatly in cuff

fashion, finishes them prettily at the wrists. There is a high stand-

ing collar about the

neck, and inside it is

sewed a full frill of

lace, which falls over

and conceals it.

A fashionable fancy
is developed by mak-
ing the vest of white
pique, satin or other

white goods harmon-
izing with the tex-

ture of the remainder
of the garment. White
and colored sateens

are thus united, with
charming effect. Any
other color preferred

to white may be se-

lected for the vest,

and it is considered

quite fashionable to

limit the contrasting

fabrics to this portion.

Such polonaises are

worn with trimmed
and plain skirts, and
are often made of

lace net or embroid-
ered webbing to wear
over Surah skirts trimmed with lace or embroidery to correspond.

White and black, and brown and ecru-, arc fashionable combinations.

We have pattern No. 9314 in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-
eight to forty-si.K inches, bust measure. For a lady of medium size,

it will require eight yards and seven-eighths of material twenty-two
inches wide, or five yards and three-fourths thirty-six inches wdde.
if goods forty-eight inches wide be selected, then four yards and
five-eighths will suflice. Price of pattern. Is. 3d. or 30 cents.

9317

Back View.

9312

Front View.

IjAiubs’ Duessino-Sack.

(For DcKcripUon ucc Page 83.)

stylishly conformed
to the figure by a

curving seam at the
center, and the dol-

man-like sleeve-por-

tions are joined to it

and to the fronts by
seams that contribute

effectively to the ad-

justment. Enough ful-

ness is allowed in

sewing the sleeve in

to give the fashion-

able epaulet effect

across the top of the
arm, and if the mate-
rial selected for con-
struction be of a soft

texture, a piece of

crinoline or a layer

of light wadding is

sewed in with the
seam to hold the ful-

ness in position. An
opening is left bet-

ween the dolman
sleeve-portion and the

front at each side for

the hand to pass

through, and to the

edges of this opening
is sewed a shallow,

mandarin sleeve-por-

tion that has its ends united in a seam at the top. This sleeve por-
tion is entirely covered by two ruffles of wide lace turning toward
the hand and a narrower ruffle turning backward from the inner one
fora finish. Jet ornaments are fastened at intervals along the head-
ing and amid the folds of the outer frill of lace. All the lower
edges are bordered with two ruffles of wide lace surmounted by a

standing heading of the narrow width, and jet ornaments are added
in the same manner
as on the sleeves.

There is a straight

band or choker collar

about the neck, and
outside it is arranged
a full rwche of lace.

Lace, arranged in a

jabot, extends down
each side of the front,

jet ornaments, being

of course, added to

complete the har-

mciny of the effect.

Laces in all the

leading shades of

light cloths and suit-

ings are now manu-
factured and are pro-

cured by calling for

Kursheedt’s Standard
laces, so that a lace-

trimmed wrap to

match any costume
may be easily devised.

Chenille fringe, Escu-
rial lace, satin passe-

menterie or any pre-

ferred garniture may,
however, be chosen, with equally pleasing results. Independent
wrap.s, to be worn with any costume, are made of broc.aded satin or

silk in black or neutral colors, and of velvet-brocaded grenadine over

a lining. Jetted net is also a popular wrap material.

We have pattern No. 9299 in ten sizes for Ladies from twenty-

eight to forty-si.x inches, bust mea,sure. To make the garment for

a ladv of medium size, will require three yards and a-half of mate-

rial twenty-two inches wide, or a yard and .a-half forty-eight inches

9312
Back Vieto.
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wide. If goods fifty-four inches wide be chosen, then a yard and

three-eighths will suffice. Price of pattern, Is. or 25 cents.

LADIES’ WRAP.
(For niustratioTie see Page 82.)

No. 9317.—This stylish and becoming wrap is made of black silk

and trimmed with

lace and satin passe-

tinned from the shoul-

ders along the insides

of the arms, contri-

buting much to the

effective adjustment

of the garment. There

is a high standing col-

lar about the neck,

and outside it is arranged a full standing ruffle of lace that is car-

ried in a jabot down each side of the front. A ruffle of lace bor-

ders the lower edge of the back and the lower and back edges of

the tabs. Passementerie is arranged in collar outline below the lace

at the neck and also follows the direction of the lower edges of the

garment.

Any material in vogue for wraps may be made up in this fashion,

and chenille fringe, ruchings, galloons, braid or any garniture

adapted to the fabric selected may be applied. A wrap of grenadine

brocaded with velvet flowers has Escurial lace for trimming.

Another, of nun’s-

9293

Front Vieio.

Ladies’ Basque.

(For Description see this Page.)

vailing, is trimmed
with fringe of the

same shade.

We have pattern

No. 9317 in ten sizes

for ladies from twen-
ty-eight to forty-six

inches, bust measure.

To make the garment
for a lady of medium
size, will require three

yards and a-fourth of

material twenty-two
inches wide, or a yard
and a-half forty-eight

inches wide. If goods
fifty-four inches wide
be chosen, then a yard
and a-half will suffice.

Price of pattern, lOd.

or 20 cents.

LADIES’ DRESSING-
SACK.

(For niuBtrations see Page
82.)

tions. These portions are sewed in the dart seams as far as the latter

extend, and are attached flatly for the remainder of the distance to
the outer portions, which extend quite broadly over them. The vest
fronts close invisibly with button-holes and buttons, their closing

edges being curved and finished with underfacings. The back of
the sack is in the French shape, with only curring seams at the cen-
ter and sides

;
and the entire garment extends an even depth below

the waist-line, the lower edge being uniform all the way around.

The sleeves are in the

prevailing coat shaj>e,

|[

Mlliililjillj|[||t and in the present in-

stance are somewhat
decreased in depth to

permit of the addition

of a frill of medium-
widecolored embroi d-
ery to each. Turning
upward from this frill

is a row of embroid-
ery applied without
fulness. Similar em-
broidery borders the

overlapping front

edges, and also the

bottom of the gar-

ment. A high rolling

collar, bordered with
a frill of embroidery,
finishes the neck

;
and

bows of red ribbon

decorate the closing

of the from.
Sacks of this style

may, and often will,

unite two materials in

their construction. jThe vest portions may be cut from lace net or

Hamburg webbing, or formed of any tasteful combination of lace

or embroidery with tucking. When cashmere, silk, etc., is chosen,

the vest may be of .velvet, plush or any contrasting goods of appro-
priate texture. A handsome sack, that will not be kept within the

seclusion of the dressing-room, but will make its appearance at the

breakfast table and informally in the drawing-room, is made of car-

dinal Surah, with ruffles of embroidered Surah for trimming.
We have pattern No. 9312 in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-

eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of medium size,

it will require four

yards and a-fourth of

material twentjr-two
inches wide, or two
yards and a-half thir-

ty-six inches wide.

forty-eight

incheswide be chosen,

then ayard and seven-
eighths will suffice.

Price of pattern. Is.

or 25 cents.

9293

Back View.

9289

Bight Side-Front View.

Ladies’ Over-Skirt,
No. 9312.—The ^

effect of this sack de-

veloped in figured

cambric, with Turkey-red embroidery and handsome ribbon bows
for trimming, may be seen by referring to Ladies’ figure No. 3 on
page 76 of this Delineator.

Plain cambric was employed in the construction of the sack in

the present instance, and a striking and fashionable effect is pro-

duced by the arrangement of the trimming, which will be subse-

quently explained. The fronts proper have a single bust dart and
an under-arm dart in each side, and overlap center-front or vest por-

(For Description see Page 84.)

LADIES’ BASQUE.
(For Dlustrations see this

Page.)

No. 9292.—Bjr re-

ferring to Ladies’ fig-

ure No. 4 on page 77
of this magazine, this

basque may be seen
as a portion of a hand-
some costume com-
posed of silver-gray

silk, with decorations

of velvet ribbon.

Basques of this

style will be often

selected as comple-
tions to costumes

including over-skirts cut by pattern No. 9289, which is shown
in two views on this page, and costs Is. or 25 cents. The
mode is, however, just as well adapted to association with trim-

med skirts or with any other style of over-skirt. Dress goods
showing the Cheviot weave m a quality adapted to Summer
wear are used for the garment in the present instance, and flat

silk braid forms the trimming. The front closes with button-holes

and small buttons, the right side being hemmed and the left under-

Left Side-Back View.

(patent applied for).
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faced
;
and below the closing both sides are slanted off backward,

their outline uniting with the upward inclination of the lower edge

to produce a double-pointed effect. Side-back seams and a center

seam fit the back superbly, and between the front and back are

under-arm gores that contribute to the adjustment of both. The
center and side-back seams terminate a little below the waist-line,

and at the end of the center seam the extra width is underfolded in

a box-plait, while at the end of each side-back seam a plait turning

backward underneath is formed.
This arrangement produces two
box-plaits upon the outside, and
the lower edge is cut away to

give the folds oE the side-plaits

a pointed effect, the length of the
basque being decreased gradu-
ally from the points until it is

even with the adjoining edges of

the under-arm gores. The back
is underfaced with the material,

and a button is placed a little

back of the end of each side-

back seam. The sleeves are in

coat shape and fit the arms with
elegant closeness. Each is or-

namented at the wrist with three

ench’cling rows of braid, the

overlapping ends of which form
loops at the outside seams. Be-
tween each button-hole and but-

ton, and also above the topmost
and below the lowest one, a strip

of braid is applied horizontally;

one end terminating beneath the

closing and the other forming a

short loop upon the basque. The
lengths of these strips are ar- *

tistically graduated to give a

broader effect upon the bust than
below it, and the effect is very
becoming, especially to slender

figures. A high standing collar

gives a stylish finish to the neck.

Of course, any decorations preferred to those illustrated may be
applied to a basque of this style. Sometimes the front will be over-

faced in ve,jc style, and the sleeves will have cuff facings to correspond.

With such garnitures

the underfacing of the

back would, of course,

harmonize. Flat braids

are very faslnonable

trimmings for suitings

of all kinds and may
be purchased in colors

to match all shades of

dress goods. Heavy
soutache is also much
in vogue. A fashion-

able fancy is express-

ed by applying the

braid upon a contrast-

ing color in a design

which almost entirely

covers it and leaves

but little of the con-

We have pattern

No. 9292 in thirteen

sizes for ladies from
twenty-eight to for-

ty-six inches, bust

measure. For a lady

of medium size, it

Avili require three

yards and three-

fourths of material

twenty-two inches

Avide, or a yard and
Brice of pattern, Is. or 25

9313

Ladies’ Petticoat.

(For Description see Page 85.)

/

9293
Front View.

Ladies’ Night-Dress.

(For Description see Page 85.)

three-fourths forty-eiglit inches wide,

cents.

LADIES’ OVER-SKIRT.

(For Illustnitious see Page 83.)

No. 9289.—This over-skirt forms a portion of the handsome cos-

tume of -silver gray silk shown at Ladies’ figure No. 4 on page 77

\

of this publication, its decorations consisting of black velvet ribbon.

Over-skirts of this style will be fashionably associated with
basques cut by pattern No. 9292, which is shown on. page 83 of
this Delineator and costs Is. or 25 cents

;
but either garment may

be combined with any other complementary mode in the formation
of a costume. Plain dress goods were employed for the over-skirt in

the present instance, and braid, buttons and simulated button-holes
form the trimming. Three sections are united in the formation

of the garment, the widest one,

which is a deep, full breadth,

forming the back. To the breadth
at the left side is joined the nar-

rowest portion, and overlapping
the free edge of this section quite

broadly for the greater part of

4 its length is the third or remain-
ing section, which is sewed to

the right side of the back. The
back has a placket opening at

the center and is gathered at

each side of this opening, and
the other two sections are fitted

close to the hips by darts, the

overlapping edge being included
in the adjoining dart of the nar-

rower portion. The overlapping

edge is sewed flatly to position

for about two-thirds its length,

and below this the edges fall

gracefully apart. Before the

seams joining the back and the

other portions are closed, each
side edge is shirred up quite

closely for a short distance below
the hip, and the seams along the
shuTihg are stayed and strength-

ened by a strip of tape sewed
• underneath. These shirrings

produce a graceful draped effect,

and tapes, fastened beneath them
and tied together, hold the drap-

ery as closely to the figure as

may be becoming. A belt finishes the top of the over-skht. Five

rows of wide braid trim the lower edges very effectively, and upon
the overlapping front edge, above the upper row of braid, buttons

and simulated button-

holes are arranged in

a line.

An over-skirt of

this style, forming
a portion of a white
flann el costume, has its

edges bordered with
bands of ruby vel-

vet; and another, of

gingham, has strong

wash lace turned up
flatly from the lower
edges and backward
from the overlapping

edges. Sometimes the

finish will be entirely

plain. The pattern is

adapted to all kinds

of dress goods and
develops as gracefully

in simple as in elabo-

rate textures. The
fancy for relieving

plain liglff Avoolen

goods bj'' the applica-

tion of velvet facings

in high contrasting

colors is a very fash-

ionable one, and is

expressed by associ-

ating broAvn with

ecru, ruby and garnet Avith cream, and blue Avith Avhite. A foot-

plaiting to match is usually added to the slcirt.

We have jiattern No. 9289 in nine sizes for ladies from twenty to

thirty -six inches, Avaist measure. For a lady of medium size, it will

require five yards and a-fourth of material tAventy-two inches

Avide, or three yards and three-eighths thirty-six inches wide. If

goods forty-eight inches Avide be selected, then two yards and a-

fourth Avill suffice. Brice of pattern, Is. or 25 cents.

Ladies’ Nigut-Dre8s.

(For Description see Page 85.)
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LADIES’ PETTICOAT.

(For Illii8tration see Page 84.)

No. 9313.—This petticoat, developed in nainsook, with a flounce

of the same, lace and insertion for trimming, may be seen at Ladies’

figure No. 3 on page 76 of this magazine.

Bleached muslin is the material represented in the present instance,

with Hamburg embroidery and tucks for trimming. The three

gores composing the

front and sides are

cut the full depth of

the garment and at

the top are fitted as

smoothly as a dress

skirt by darts, while
the back-breadth is

only about two-thirds

the requisite depth
and is scantily gather-

ed at each side of the

placket opening. This
diversity is planned
to secure the most
practical and satisfac-

tory results in the

distribution of the

fulness, the remain-
ing depth necessary

at the back being-

secured by an added
portion, which is

. really a short breadth
Ladies Chemise.

jg much wider
than the upper por-

tion, to which it is

sewed after being
gathered for some distance at each side of the center. This arrange-

ment retains the fulness at the back and gives the front and sides

the close adjustment necessary to a fashionable disposal of the dress

skirt. A flounce of medium-wide Hamburg embroidery trims the

bottom of the garment, and above it is a cluster of fine tucks. The
upper edge is sewed to a belt, and a little below the top of the belt at

each side of the placket opening a stitching is made to form a cas-

ing, through which a tape is run, the inserted end being fastened

securely about in a line with the dart in the side-gore. The free ends
are tied together, to regulate the final adjustment of the garment.

Cambric, gingham, flannel or plain or fancy skirting of any kind
will make up in this way with very satisfactory results. White
petticoats may be elaborated to any extent desired, but it should be
remembered that the greater the amount of trimming applied the

less durable will be the garment and the more expensive and labo-

rious the work of laundering. If

tucks be introduced in the decoration

of the petticoat, allowance for them
must be made in cutting the garment
out. as there is none made in the

pattern.

We have No. 9313 in nine sizes for

ladies from twenty to thirty-six

inches, waist measure. To make the

garment for a lady of medium size,

will require five yards of material

twenty-two inches wide, or three

yards and seven-eighths thirty-six

inches wide. Price of pattern, Is.

or 25 cents.

F?'ont View.

Ladies’ Chemise.

(For Description see this Page.)

and allowed to fall out free below. The side seams are sprung out
toward the lower edge o£ the garment to amplify the width
appropriately, and the lower edge is finished with a hem or under-
facing. The sleeves are in coat shape, and each is finished at the
wn-ist with a gathered ruffle that is graduated in width, its narrowest
portion being at the inside of the arm. The ruffle is bordered with
Hamburg edging, and surmounting it is a band of insertion. The
yoke is composed entirely of rows of insertion in the present
instance, and its low-
er edge is bordered
with embroidery set

on under a tiny band
of the material. There
is a straight choker-
collar about the neck,

and this is concealed

by two standing frills

of embroidery, one
of which is sewed in-

side, while the other

is sewed with the

band to the night-

dress, the joining be-

ing overlaid by a tiny

band of the material.

Cambric is much
liked for night-dresses

intended for Summer
wear, but is not, of

course, ciuite so dura-

ble as muslin. Linen
is also liked for the

same reason. Any
material in vogue for

night-robes makes up
satisfactorily by the

pattern. The yoke may be cut from lace net, Hamburg webbing or

any decorative goods, and the sleeves may be like it if desired. It

is well to remember that too much elaboration does not add to the

durability of the garment.
We have pattern No. 9293 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty-eight

to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the garment for a lady

of medium size, will require four yards and seven-eighths of material

thirty-six inches wide, with three yards and three-fourths of inser-

tion and an inch and a-half wide. Price of pattern, Is. 3d. or 30 cents.

9291

Back View.

Ladies’ Chemise.

(For, Description see this Page.)

No. 9294.-

LADIES’ NIGHT-DRESS.

(For Illustrations see Page 84.)

No. 9293.—The simple and taste-

ful manner in which this night-dress

is constructed is in itself very attract-

ive. Muslin is the material repre-

sented in this instance, and Hamburg
edging and insertion form the trim-

ming. The front has a deep, rounding yoke-portion that is at-

tached to the back at the shoulder seams, and to this the fronts

proper are^oined after being gathered for a short distance at each
side of the closing, their length below the yoke at the shoulders
being very short. The closing edges of both yoke and lower por-
tions are turned under for hems, and the closing is accomplished with
button-holes and buttons. In the back are folded seven narrow box-
plaits, which are stitched in their folds to about the depth of a yoke

9320

Ladies’ Chemise.

(For Description see Page

LADIES’ CHEMISE.

(For Dlustrations see this Page.)

The method followed in the construction of this chemise
is at once simple and comfortable, and
the effect is very pretty. The back
and front are each cut on a fold of

the goods at their centers, and the

two sections are joined in short seams
upon the shoulders. The front is cut

out much lower than the back at the

neck, and its lower edge is scantily

gathered and is sewed to a yoke-
like piece, which in this instance is

composed of strips of Hamburg em-
broidery joined together perpendicu-

larly. Two rows of gathers, extend-

ing some distance at each side of the

center, draw the back into the proper

space, and beneath these gathers is

a liarrow band of the material, which
is bleached muslin. Narrow Ham-
burg edging borders the entire neck
edge and also the lower edge of the

yoke piece, and over its joining tiny ,

bands of muslin are stitched to

strengthen the seams and also to

give a neat finish. No sleeves are

added, the arms’-eyes being finished

with edging set on under tiny bands.

The side seams of the chemise are sprung out toward the lower

edge to give ample width, and the bottom of the chemise is finished

plainly with a hem or trimmed to accord with the upper portion, as

may be preferred.

Cambric, linen, silk, flannel or any material in use for such under-

garments makes up satisfactorily in this way. Sometimes the yoke
piece will be made of tucked cambric or muslin, or of Hamburg web-
bing or lace net. It should be remembered, however, that very frail
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or elaborate trimmings do not wear well and had best be reserved

for garments intended only for occasional use.

We have pattern No. 9294 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty-
eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the garment for

a lady of medium size, will require two yards and three-eighths of

material thirty-six inches wide, together with one yard of insertion

an inch and a-half wide for the yoke section. Pi'ice of pattern,

lOd. or 20 cents.

LADIES’ CHEMISE.

(For Illustration see Page 85.)

No. 9320.—The construction of this chemise is accomplished in

a simple and practical manner. Cambric is the material here repre-

sented, and Italian lace and insertion and fine tucks constitute the gar-

nitures. In cutting the garment out, the material is folded crosswise,

and consequently no seams are made at the shoulders, where the

width is sloped off to allow of the neck being cut out in a square out-

line and drawn into the proper space by a row of gathers at both the

front and back. The gathered edges are sewed to bands of lace

insertion surmounted by lace edging, the latter decoration being

carried all about the neck edges. The arms’-eyes are also bor-

dered with lace and insertion. A.

comfortable width for the lower
portion of the garment is obtain-

ed by springing the side seams
•out toward the bottom, and a

petticoat effect is given by orna-

menting the lower edge with a

row of edging and a cluster of

three fine tucks. The decoration

cf the lower part is not shown
in the engraving, as the full

length of the garment is not il-

lustrated.

The lower edge may, of course,

be plainly finished, but many la-

dies, by trimming the lower part

of the chemise, make it take the

place of a short petticoat. When
tucks are introduced, allowance

for them must be made iu' cut-

ting the garment out, as none is

made in the pattern. Hamburg
embroidery, rick-rack, torchon

and all kinds of washable decorations are suitable trimmings for such

chemises.
‘ We have pattern No. 9320 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty-

eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the garment for a
lady of medium size, will require two yards and three-eighths of
material tliirty-six inches wide. Price of pattern, lOd. or 20 cents.

929^'

Front View.

LADIES’ OPEN DRAWEES.
(For Illustrations see tliis Page.)

No. 9295.—The material used for these drawers is muslin, and the
construction is accomplished as follows : Each leg portion is cut on
a fold of the goods at the outside and has a seam at the inside that
slants off toward the lower edge to regulate the width suitably. The
tops are curved to permit the addition of a yoke, that is quite deeply
pointed in front and quite narrow at the back. The upper front
corners of the legs are lapped one upon the other, and the tops are
gathered from their back edges to a little in front of the outside

folds of the legs. The yoke is lined, and, after it is joined to the
drawers, the lining is felled over^the seam. A casing is made in

each side, of the yoke about half an inch from the top by means of a
row of stitching, which begins at the back and terminates nearly in a
line with the gathers lu the top of the drawers. Through the
casings thus formed are run tapes, which are tied together to adjust

the drawers to the waist. A friU

of Hamburg embroidery, headed
by a cluster of fine tucks, trims

each leg tastefully.

If tucks are introduced as a
portion of the garniture, allow-

ance for them must be made in

cutting the garment out, as none
is made in the pattern. 'The pro-
vision of the yoke assures an
easy and comfortable adjustment
of the drawers about the figure,

and the entire method of con-
struction adapts the pattern to

all materials in use for under-
garments. Drawn-work done in

linen is among the most fasliion-

able garnitures for underclothing
at the present time. It is dur-
able as weU as pretty, and not
difficult to execute.

We have pattern No. 9295
in nine sizes for ladies from

twenty to thirty-six inches, waist measure. To make the drawers
for a lady of medium size, will require a yard and five-eighths of

material thirty-six inches wide. Price of pattern, 7d. or 15 cents.

9395

Back View.

Ladies’ Open Drawees.

(For Description see this Page.)

STYLES FOR MISSES AND GIRLS.

PiGUEE No. 1.—MISSES’ COSTUM K.

(For Illustration see Page.87.)

Figure No. 1.—This illustrates a Misses’ costume. The pattern,

which is No. 9300 and costs Is. 3d. or 30 cents, is in eight sizes for

misses from eight to fifteen years of age, and is portrajmd in other

material, with a different mode of garniture, on page 88 of the

present Delineator.
The costume is particularly stylish in its fashioning, and is here

developed in shrimp-pink batiste. The skirt is in the round, four-

gored style, and is of graceful dimensions. Three deep, gathered

ruffles of the material, hemmed up quite deeply on the outside, sur-

round the skirt, the upper ruffle being set on to form its own head-

ing.

The over-dress has a round, closely fitted basque body, with

attached draperies that are strikingly novel and stylish in their dis-

posal. The front-drajiery is shirred up closely at the side edges and

also at the left side of the front, the latter shirring being tacked to

the body, while the others arc stayed to tapes underneath. The
shirrings drape the front-drapery into a deep, round apron at the

right side and across the front and in a point at the left side, and

cross-wrinkle the ilrapery handsomely. The back-drapery is shirred

up closely at the right side, where it is quite short, and for a short

distance at the left side, where it falls deejily upon the skirt, the

result produced being very handsome. The top of the back-drapery

is very deeply hemmed and is then caught three times to the body,

producing the full, high drapery pictured. A narrow band of the

material and a frill of jiretty oriental lace trim all the edges of the

front and back draperies. The body seams are well curved and,

assisted by single bust darts, fit the basque beautifully. A standing

collar is about the neck, and along its seaming is arranged a frill of

lace, a frill also standing above the collar completing the neck
dressily. The slees'es are of the coat style, but in this instance

are shortened nearly to the elbows and decorated with a frill of lace

headed by a band of ribbon, the latter being tied in a bow on the

upper side. A full jabot of lace conceals the closing of the front

and adds a tasteful feature to the garnitures.

Dainty textures of all varieties, also pongees. Summer silks,

cashmeres, foulards, nun’s-vailings, sateens, cambrics and dress goods
of all kinds make up into very stylish costumes by this mode, and
lace or embroidery i^y be lavished upon them, with dressy effect.

Plaitings, ruffles, velvet ribbon, braids, etc., aie also suitable trim-

mings and may be apjilied to jilease the fancy.

The hat has a crown of fine straw, and its brim is covered with

two ruffles of the batiste. A gracefully disposed scarf of the batiste

and a bunch of roses and leaves trim it prettily.

Figure No. 2.— MISSES’ TOILETTE.

(For Illu.strntioii see Page 88.)

Figure No. 2.—This illustrates a iMisses’ skirt and basque. Both

patterns are in eight sizes for misses from eight to fifteen years of age.

The skirt pattern, which is No. 9311 .and costs Is. or 25 cents, is

])ortraycd in a combination of plain and figured goods on page 94

of this issue. The basque pattern, which is No. 9310 and costs lOd.
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or 20 cents, is represented with a different mode of completion on

page 93.

This charming toilette unites wine-colored silk and pigeon-

gray cashmere in its construction, a combination that is youthful and
pretty and brings out effectively the stylish fashioning of the mode.

The four-gored skirt is of pretty dimensions, and its front-gore is

covered more than half-way to the belt with a plain panel-drapery

that is cut in deep tabs at its lower edge. Between these tabs are

visible two narrow plaitings of the silk. Upon the sides of the skirt

are kilt-plaited panels of silk, and drooping over the panels is a

short apron-drapery that is softly and prettily wrinkled by plaits

clustered stylishly in the back edges. The back-drapery extends to

the bottom of the skirt and is

cut in deep tabs to correspond

with the panel upon the center

of the front, the deep kilt-plaited

flounce of silk decorating the bot-

tom of the skirt-breadth being-

visible between the tabs. It is-

draped high and full in the ap-

proved fashion by downward-
turning plaits in its front edges

and loopings at the center. A
trill of deep lace of the same hue
as the material edges the tahlier.

The basque is closely fitted by
single bust darts, narrow under-

arm gores, low side-form seams
and a center seam, the latter ter-

minating a little below the waist-

line. It flares prettily below the

closing in front, is cut square

across for a short distance, arched

high over the hips and deepened
to fall in square tabs at the back.

A frill of lace falls over the stand-

ing collar, and another frill sur-

rounds the neck below the collar

and is carried in IwW jabots down
the front, with dressy effect.

Lace frills edge the wrists of the

coat sleeves.

Though combinations are par-

ticularly effective in such cos-

tumes, one material if prefer-

red, may be used throughout,

with stylish results. White ami
colored lawns, batistes, nun’s-

vailings, etc., and also Summer
silks. Surahs, sateens and fou-

lards make up into beautiful toi-

lettes by this mode
;
and lace

and embroidery may be lavished

upon them, or a single decora-

tion may be adopted, as desired.

The jaunty straw hat is trim-

med with ribbon and plumage.

FrouRE No. 3.—MISSES' ENG-
LISH MORNING DRESS.
(For Iliastration see Page 89.)

Figure No. 3.— Thi^ illustrates

a Misses’ English morning dress.

The pattern, which is No. 9904
and costs Is. or 25 cents, is in

eight sizes for misses from eight

to fifteen years of age, and may
be seen in other material, with
a different mode of decoration,

on page 90 of this magazine.
Simplicity and gi-ace are characteristic features of this morning

dress, which is here developed in plain zephyr gingham, with wide
cotton braid for decoration. The garment is nearly close-fitting,

its adjustment being made by a single bust dart in each front, low
side-back gores and a curving center seam, the stylish dimensions
of the skirt being obtained by the graceful curves of the seams.
Five rows of braid encircle the skirt of the dress, and meeting the
upper row at each side of the closing are three rows, which pass up
the front and across the back to the center seam, where they outline
deep points.. Capacious pockets, prettily shaped, are upon the front
below the hips, and three rows of braid trim them prettily, being
arranged across them in a line with their upper edges. Two rows
of braid encircle the wrists of the coat sleeves, and a standing collar

completes the neck. Linen culfs and a linen choker-collar are worn
as lingerie.

White morning dresses are beautiful with lace or embroidery as

garniture, and so are those of batiste, lawn, nainsook, nun's-vailing

or cashmere in both white and colors. For serviceable morning
dresses, plaid, checked and plain flannels and ginghams, and also

jirints, cambrics and all kinds of washable textures, are pretty and
desirable; and braids, laces, ruffles or embroideries may be applied

with good efiect. The front may be overfaced to suggest a vest,

and the sleeves may have the wrists faced in cuff form with any
pretty contrasting material. For cool weather, eider-down flannels,

cotton plushes, etc., make warm, cosey morning dresses and require

no garniture, though they permit
of any simple trimming.

Figure No. 4.—GIRLS’ HOUSE
TOILETTE.

(For Illustration see Page 90.)

Figure No. 4.—This illustrates

a Girls’ apron and Gabrielle

dress. The apron pattern, which
is No. 9290 and costs 7d. or 15
cents, is in eleven sizes for girls

from two to twelve years of age,

and is shown in two views on
page 93 of this Delineator.
The dress pattern, which is No.
7651 and costs lOd. or 20 cents,

is in seven sizes for girls from
three to nine years of age, and
is differently represented on its

accompanying label.

The apron is a pretty and
dressy fashion for house or school

wear,and is made of dotted mull.

Its neck is in low. Pompadour
shape in front, but the opening
is decreased in depth by an or-

namental section formed of wide,

embroidered insertion and edged
at the top and bottom with
lace,the lace being continued all

around the neck above a row of

similar insertion, which is carried

a little below the ornamental
section and terminated in points.

The neck is round at the back,

and a friU of lace edges the
arms’-eyes. A wide gore at each
side imparts a smooth, clinging

effect to the garment, and but-

tons and button-holes close the

apron at the back, the edges
rounding away prettily below
the closing. A frill of lace trims

the bottom of the apron and is

headed by a row of insertion,

which is carried up each side

seam for several inclies and ter-

minated in pretty points.

The dress is a graceful Ga-
brielle, made of cashmere. It

closes at the back, and is nicely

fitted by single bust darts and
low side-back gores. A side-

No. plaiting of the cashmere trims
' the bottom of the garment, and

frills of deep lace turn upward
from the wrists of the coat

sleeves, a similar frill falling over
the little standing collar, and forming a soft finish for the neck.

Dresses of the style described are very popular for all seasonable
materials and may be trimmed in any preferred manner. The apron
is a particularly pretty fashion and may be made of pongee, mull,

lawn, nainsook, muslin, cambric or any jireferred apron material and
trimmed with lace, embroidery, braid, ruffles of the material or any
prett}^ edging.

Figure No. 5.—GIRLS’ COSTUME.
(For Ulustratioii see Page 91.)

Figure No. 5.—This illustrates a Girls’ costume. The pattern,
which is No. 9298 and costs lOd. or 20 cents, is in eight sizes for

Figure No. 1.—Misses’ Costume.

—

This illustrates Pattern
9300, price Is. 3d. or 30 cents.

9 (For Description see Page 86.)
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girls from five to twelve years of age, and is shown in a combina-
tion of plain and striped goods on page 92 of this magazine.

Fawn-colored Chambray and Kursheedt’s Standard lace tucking
are combined in this charming costume for a little woman. The
lace tucking is used for the yoke and sleeves, the yoke being in

Pompadour shape and seamed flatly underneath to the low, square
neck of the body. The latter extends in narrow bretelles upon the

shoulders, and has three box-plaits down the center of the front and
back, the box-plaits being all

stitched in their folds. A curved
seam under each arm gives a

smooth, clinging effect at the

sides, and to the lower edge of

the body is joined a box-plaited

skirt, the seaming of the skirt

being hidden by the full, pretty

drapery. The drapery is a broad,

bias scarf shirred up at the cen-

ter of the front and formed into

large sash-loops at the back un-
der a full cross-piece, making a

very effective and stylish finish.

The seaming of the body to the

yoke is covered by a falling frill

of lace sewed on under a tiny

band of the white goods, and
lace, similarly applied, edges the

wrists of the coat sleeves.

Striped, plaid and figured

goods of all varieties are pretty

for such costumes in combina-
tion with plain fabrics or with

embroidered webbing, lace net,

or white goods tucked uniformly

or in clusters with insertion be-

tween. Single fabrics are also

effective fashioned by this mode,
with lace or embroidery for gar-

niture. The drapery may have
an edge garniture applied flatly

or with a slight fulness across the

front and sides, with dressy re-

displays a curved center seam and low side-back gores that fit it

gracefully, but not closely. To the lower part of the body is attached
a deep Spanish flounce that lengthens the body to the depth of a
wrapper, the flounce being finished at the top to form a pretty ruffled

heading. A wide band of the sateen encircles the flounce above its

deep hem; and a similar band is arranged upon the body down each
side of the closing, and also about the wrists of the easy-fitting coat
sleeves. A deep rolling collar, trimmed with a narrower band, is a

dressy and becoming accessory

;

and ruffles of lace, embroidery,
lawn, etc., may be worn at the
neck and wrists, with neat effect.

Such wrappers are made of

all kinds of inexpensive dress

goods, cottons, woolens and soft

silks being alike appropriate.

Dressy little wrappers are trim-
med with lace or embroidery, or

with plaitings or ruffles of the
material. Braids, fiat bands, vel-

vet and other ribbons are also

suitable and pretty trimmings.
White wrappers will often have
the flounce of deep embroidery,
and the collar will also be of

embroidery. Flannels, cotton
plushes, eider-down cloths and
similar fabrics are warm and
pretty textures for cool weather.

MISSES’ COSTUME.
(For ninstratioiis see this Page.)

No. 9300.—A charming illus-

tration of this costume, developed
in batiste, with ruffles and bands
of the same, lace and ribbon for

trimming, is given at Misses’

figure No. 1 on page 87 of this

Delineator.
For the materials in vogue at

Figure No. 2.—Misses’ Toilette.

—

This consists of Misses’

Basque No. 9310, pnce lOd. or 20 cents; and Skirt

No. 9311, price Is. or 25 cents.

(For Description see Page 86.)

the present time, as well as

for those that wi# prevail

later on, the mode has spe-

cial attractions. Figured

sateen is shown in the pres-

ent instance, and plaitings

of the same, lace and rilibon

bows form the trimming.

The skirt is of fashionable

dimensions and comprises a

and a full back-breadth in

Left Side- Back Vieto.

Misses' Costume.

(For Deecription sec this Page.)

gore for the front, one for each side

its formation. The gores are fitted

smoothly by darts, and the breadth is gathered at each side of the

jilacket opening, the top being finished by a belt. Three fine knife-

])laitings trim the bottom, the upper one being stitched on to form

its own heading. A pair of tapes or an elastic strap, fastened beneath,

the side-back seams, regulates the final adjustment of the fulness.

The over-dress has a b.TS(]ne waist and a graceful drapery attached

suits. A plain finish is, how-
evei', in good taste.

Right Side- Front View.

Figure No. n.—GIRLS’
Misses’ Costume.

AVKAri’KIv
(For Description see (his Page.) Illustnition sec Page 92.)

FmuRK No. fi.—This illus-

trates a Girls’ wrapper. The pattern, which is No. 9305 and costs

lOd. or 20 cents, is in seven sizes for girls from three to nine years

of age, and is differently illustrated on page 93 of this Delineator.
This eharining morning dress for little women is here made of

figured cotton Ottoman and trimmed with bands of plain sateen of

the same color a,•4 the figure, fl’lic liody extimds ([uito deeply over

the hips, and its fronts are in sack shape, with a long dart under
each arm, and are closed with button-holes aiul buttons. The back
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in polonaise fashion. The basque portion closes its depth with but-

ton-holes and buttons, the right side being hemmed and the left

underfaced
;
and in each side are a bust dart and an under-arrn dart,

while at the back are side-back seams and a center seam. The drap-

ery comprises two sections, and is especially novel and graceful in

efiect. The front is shirred up to a very short depth at the left side

and has another row of shirring made perpendicularly half-way

between the left side and the center, the shirrings producing a

pointed effect at this side,

wiiile toward the right side

the drapery is deepened in

tablier outline. The right

side edge is slurred once
and is sewed to the corre-

sponding edge of the back-

drapery, which is also raised

to the same height by a row

plaitings, falling one upon the other so as to produce a full effect, con-
stitute a fashionable foot-trimming. Such plaitings are hemmed by
hand or machine, according to the fancy or covenience of the maker.
We have pattern No. 9300 in eight sizes for misses from eight to

fifteen years of age. To make the garment for a miss of thirteen
years, will require seven yards and three-fourths of material twenty-
two inches wide, or five yards and an-eighth thirty -six inches wide.
If goods forty-eight inches wide be chosen, then three yards and five-

eighths will suffice. Price of

pattern, Is. 3d. or 30 cents.

MISSES’ COSTUME.

{For Illustrations see this Page.)

No. 9308.—Plain and
striped suit goods are united

9308
Side- Front View.

Misses' Costume, (p.\tent

APPLIED foe.)

(For Description see this Page.)

of shirring. The upper edge of

the back-drapery is deeply re-

versed for a finish, and the left

side is scantily shirred for a short

distance and sewed to the shirred

left side edge of the front. The
front-drapery is seamed to the

front of the basque in a grace-

fully curved outline a little above
the lower edge of the body por-
tion, and it is also sewed to posi-

tion through the shirring at the

left side of the center. The re-

maining shirrings are secured to

fitted stays arranged underneath.
The top of the back-drapery is

caught to the basque at its center

seam and also a little back of

each .side-back seam, and J'orms

four loose loops; this effect ac-

cording nicely with the gracefully

irregular outlines produced by the

arrangement of the shirring. All

the drapery edges are bordered
with lace. The sleeves are in

coat shape and are finished with
lace turned back flatly in cuff

fashion from the wrists. There
is a straight band or choker col-

lar about the neck, and inside it

is sewed a full frill of lace, which
falls over and conceals it, the ar-

rangement being very becoming.
A costume of this style, made of dove-gray cashmere, has the

sleeves underfaced with cherry-colored Surah and turned back in

cuflf fashion, and the band about the neck is of the same bright hue,

softened by the falling rufBe of lace. The skirt trimming is a side-

plaiting about seven inches deep, and the drapery edges are piped
with Surah. Another costume, which is of Summer Cheviot, is fin-

ished with tailor-like plainness, the foot trimming being a narrow
box-plaiting that is hemmed by hand. Two or three narrow knife-

0308
Side-Bach View.

Misses’ Costume, (pate.vt

APPLIED I'OR).

(For Desoriptiou see this Page.)

in this quaint and picturesque

costume, and the construction is

accornpli.shed as follows: The
fronts lap in double-breasted
fashion, but a little less broadly -

and in each side, some distance

from the edge is folded a box-
plait, which is stitched in its fold

from the neck to some distance

below the waist-line. Back of

the point where the sewing of

the plait is ended the body por-

tions of the fronts are cut nearly

straight across and are of even
depth with ttie side-backs, their

adjustment being com[ileted by
an under-arm dart in each side.

The center-backs are, however,
like the center-fronts, cut the

full depth of the garment, and
are united by a curving seam e.x-

tendiiig to the lower edge. In

each center-back portion is folded

a box-plait that is stitched in its

fold to a corre.sponding depth
with those of the front. The
depth of the costume is equal-

ized by the addition to each side

of a skirt portion that is laid in

wide plaits turning backward,
its top being sewed to the short

body-portions and its length-

wise edges to the front and back

beneath the folds of their plaits. This arrangement is especially

attractive and will be much admired for its youthfulness of effect.

The closing is made with button-holes and fancy buttons, both sides

of the front being hemmed and the overlapping side ornamented

with a row of buttons that completes the double-breasted effect. An
oblong pocket-lap is sewed upon the body portion of each side a

little above the joining of the added skirt-portion with the center at

the .side seam
;
and beneath the fold of the plait in each side of the

Figure No. 3.—Misses’ English Morning Dress.

—

This illustrates

Pattern No. 930t, price Is. or 25 cents.

(For Description see Page 87.)

I
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front, at the point where the sewing of the plait terminates, the

plaited end of a ribbon tie is fastened. Other ties are fastened at the

same place beneath the folds of the plaits m the corresponding sides

of the back, and the free ends are knotted in a handsome bow and
fastened upon the pocket-lap. Eoimd cuff-facings matching the side

skirt portions—which are of striped goods—are applied to the wrists

of the handsomely shaped coat sleeves, and a high rolling collar, also

of the striped goods, finishes the neck.

This fashion is adapted to all kinds of seasonable dress goods
worn by misses, whether of silken, woolen or cotton textures.

Foulard silk having dark grounds
illuminated with bright figures

are much in vogue this season for

misses’ wear, and so are cMne
effects. Domestic and Scotch
ginghams are durable as well as

pretty, and vailings and cash-

meres are woven in every beau-

tiful tint imaginable. If prefer-

red, one material may be used
for the entire costume, with good
effect. When a contrast is in-

troduced, the ribbons will usually

match the deepest shade, though
sometimes two kinds are associ-

ated in the accessories. Mouse-
gray with cardinal constitues a

fashionable combination.

We have pattern No. 9308 in

eight sizes for misses from eight

to fifteen years of age. To make
the garment for a miss of thir-

teen years, will require five yards

of plain material and three yards

and a-half of striped goods twen-
ty-two inches wide, or two yards

and an-eighth of the one and a

yard and seven-eighths of the

other forty-eight inches wide.

ducing plaits or fulness in any form, and the effect is especially
pleasing. Upon the bottom of the dress is a ruching formed of a
triple box-plaiting, stitched to position through its center and caught
together above and below the stitching through the outer folds of
the plaits. Upon each side of the front rests a quaintly shaped
pocket, bordered at its sides and lower edge with two rows of braid.

Braid is arranged to form a series of points at the closing for the
entire depth of the front, the effect being very ornamental

;
and

braid is also disposed in perpendicular lines separated by narrow
spaces about the wrists of the finely shaped coat sleeves. There is

a high standing collar about the
neck, and inside it is sewed a
full frill of lace that falls over
and conceals it, giving a soft and
becoming finish.

Dresses of this stjde are made
of plain and fancy flannels, de-

laines, lawns, mulls, ginghams,
Chambrays and other varieties of

dress goods adapted to the pres-

ent or future seasons, as the mode
is one that will not soon lose its

popularity. A pretty dress is

made of blue Ohambray and
trimmed with Irish point em-
broidery. Aiiother is of plain

gingham, with plaid cuff-facings,

a broad bias band of plaid above
a narrow plaiting of plain goods
upon the skirt, and plaid pockets
and collar. Personal fancy may
be allowed full play in the de-

velopment of contrasts and the ar-

rangement of garnitures. Some-
times a sash effect is produced
by arranging broad ribbons over
the side-back seams and tying

their free ends in a large bcw
over the center seam. Narrower

Figure No. 4.—Girls’ House Toilette.—

T

his

consists of Girls’ Apron No. 9290, price

7d. or 15 cents; and Dress No.

7651, price lOd. or 20 cents.

(For Description see Page 87.)

Price of pattern, Is.

3d. or 30 cents.

MISSES’ ENGLISH
MOENING DRESS.

(For Illustrations see this

Page.)

No. 9304.—A pret-

ty illustration of this

morning dress is given

at Misses’ figure No. 3

on page 89 of this puh-
licalion, the material

])intured being zephyr
gingham, with cotton

braid for trimming.

The title of the garment doe.s not limit its popularity, for the mode
is as j)opular in I’aris and New York as in London. Plain dress

goods are used in the construction in the jua'sent instance, and

the same, lace and braid are united in the garnitures. The adjust-

ment is performed after the Princess fashion by a single' bu.st dart

in each aide of the front, and side-back seams and a center seam at

the back; and the front is clo.sed its depth witli button-holes and but-

tons, the right side being hemmed and the left unileii'aced. The three

back sean)s, and also the side seam.s, are sprung out below the waist-

line to g(ive a graceful amplitude to the lower portion without intro-

9304
Front View.

Misses’ English Morning Dress.

(For Dc8crii)tjon see this Page.)

ribbons, knotted in

front, are also very

effective.

We have pattern

No. 9304 in eight

sizes for misses from
eight to fifteen years

of age. To make the

garment for a miss

of thirteen years, will

require four yards
and five-eighths of

,
material, twenty-l^'o
inches wide, or three

yards thirty-six in-

ches wide. If goods
forty-eight inches
wide be chosen, then

two yards and a-fourth will

cents.

9304
Back View.

Misses’ English Morninc; Dress.

(For Description see tliiB Page.)

suffice. Price of pattern, bs or 25

GlHIi8' COSTUME.

(For Illustrations SCO Pago !)I.t

No. 9322.—The Molierc vest in ins many modifications contkmea
to lie a fashionable item in girls’ costumes, and it here forms part of

a mode that has also many other charming features. Cashmere is

used for the main portion of the costume, which has a becomingly

I

I
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I

loose. Princess-like foundation that closes from the throat to below

!
the waist-line in front with button-holes and buttons—the right side

I being hemmed and the left underfaced—and has its edges seamed

I

together below the closing. There is an under-arm dart in each

I side of the front, and at the back is a curving center seam that ter-

1 ininates a little below the waist-line, the fulness being underfolded

i in ^ double box-plait that gives a stylish spring to the skirt portion.

I Upon each side of the front rests a jacket portion, which is sewed

I with it to the back at the shoulder and side seams and is slanted

away stylishly from the closing. This jacket portion has an under-

arm dart, which is taken up with

the under-arm dart in the front.

Ujion the costume, below the

waist-line, are sewed panierAxke
draperies, that meet at their

upper front corners, flare below
and are turned down over their

own seams. The back edge of

each panitr portion is laid in

three upturning plaits and sewed
upon the costume a little back of

the side seam, its arrangement
being concealed by a large sash-

bow formed of a straight, wide
strip of Surah knotted in the

graceful manner illustrated and
invisibly tacked to position. The
closing of the front is concealed
by the disposal of the vest,

which is shirred three times at

its top and once at its lower

Two materials of any kind may be used for a costume of this

style, and very often the fabric chosen for the vest will be in decided

contrast to the remainder. Finely checked Summer silks, printed

China silks and all the many similar textures adapted to girls’ wear
make up tastefully in this way, plain Surah of the most prominent
color in the figured goods being selected for the vest and often for

the sash-bow. Nun’s-vailings and, indeed, all seasonable suit goods
are also in vogue for such costumes. The trimmings upon the body
and draperies may be laces or embroideries, and, if desired, tlie

skirt may have narrow ruffles or a flounce of wide lace or embroid-
ery instead of the plaiting illus-

trated.

We have pattern No. 9322 in

eight sizes for girls from five to-

twelve years of age. To make
the costume for a girl of eight

years, will require four yards
and five-eighths of material

twenty-iwo inches wide, or two
yards and an-eighth forty-eight

inches wide, each with two yards
and a-half of silk twenty inches

wide for the vest and sash. Price

of pattern. Is. or 25 cents.

•GIRLS’ COSTUME.

(For Illustrations see this Page.) 9307
No. 9307.—The charming nov-

elty of this costume does not de-
Front View.

\

5

s

r

edge. After the shirrings have
been drawn up to the proper
size, the vest is placed upon the
right .side of the front, tvith its

center directly over the right

closing edge, and its top even
with the neck edge. The vest is

then sewed to a stay through
each row of shirring in the top,

and its right side edge is slip-

stitched to the costume beneath
the jacket to within a short dis-

tance of the top of the drapery,

the length remaining being then
folded up in a loop and the lower
edge finished with a binding,

which is sewed to the costume
as far as the closing. The tree

lengthwise edge is provided with an underfacing and has button-holes
vrorked in it. By means of these button-holes and buttons sewed
upon the left side of the costume beneath the corresponding jacket-
portion, this edge is adjusted. Triple lines of braid border all the edges
of the jacket and drapery portions, and a single row finishes the little

standing collar. The .sleeves are in the fashionable coat shape, and
each is trimmed with three rows of braid, which follow the outline of
the lower edge along the upper side and then extend upward in front
of the outside seam for a short distance, finally turning again and ter-

minating at tliis seam A deep side-plaiting trinas the skirt portion.

tract from its practicality, as the

mode is adapted to all varieties

of .seasonable dress goods. Cash-
mere is the material shown in

the present instance, and satin is

daintily introduced as a garni-

ture. The costume has a yoke-
shaped upper portion that is

adjusted by seams upon the
shoulders, hemmed at its right

front edge and underfaced at the

left; and to this the remainder
of the costume is sewed with
something of the Mother-Hub-
bard effect, sonue very attractive

departures from the latter mode
being, however, introduced.

Three sections are united in the
main portion of the garment by curving side seams. The widest
section forms the back, and at its center a double box-plait is folded,

enough extra length being allowed to extend the plait to the top of
the yoke. The upper edge is turned in for a finish at each side of the
plait and is shirred three times, only about a quarter of an inch being
allowed between the shirrings. A double box-plait is folded at the
closing edge of the right front and extended to the top of the yoke
in the same manner as at the center of the back, and the edge back
of it is turned in and similarly shirred nearly to the arm’s-eye. The
left closing edge is hemmed, and the top is shirred to accord with the

Figuke No. 5.—Girls’ Costume.

—

This illustrates Pattern
No. 9298, price lOd. or 20 cents.

(For Description see Page 87.)

Back View.

Girls’ Costume,

(For Description see this Page.)

Back Viev).

Girls’ Costume, (patent applied
for).

(For Description see Page 90.)
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right side, the plait in the latter, of course, coming directly at the cen-

ter of the front where the closing, which is performed with hooks and
eyes, is made. The upper and lower rows of shii-rings are sewed
through to the yoke, and the center -front plait is stitched in its folds

for its entire depth, while that at the back is sewed only to a little

below the waist-line. Beneath the folds of the back plait, just above
where its seam terminates, are sewed belt sections of satin, the free

ends of which are fastened in front with a fancy buckle. The sleeves

are in coat shape and have dain-

ty cufF-facings of satin at the

wrists. A standing collar of

cashmere is at the neck, and in

the same seam with it is sewed
a round, flat collar of satin.

The charming suggestion of a
Watteau given by the plait at

the back is enhanced when fig-

ured foulards, sateens and China
silks are chosen for the costume.
Any other material deemed more
desirable may, however, be se-

lected, with the assurance of a
satisfactory result. Sometimes
the yoke will be' in contrast with
the lower portion.

We have pattern No. 9307 in

nine sizes for girls from one to

nine years of age. To make the

garment for a girl of eight }mars,

will require five yards and a-half

of material twenty-two inches

wide, or two yards and five-

eighths forty-eight inches wide.

Price of pattern, lOd. or 20 cents.

Figure No. 6.—Girls’ Wrapper.

—

This illustrates

Pattern No. 9305, price lOd. or 20 cents.

(For Description see Page 88.)

GIRLS’ COSTUME.

(For Illustrations see this Page.)

No. 9298.—This costume, made
of Chambray, with Kursheedt’s

Standard lace tucking for the

yoke and sleeves, and lace for

trimming, is shown at Girls’

figure No. 5 on page 91 of this

publication.

White cambric is united with

striped Chambray in the forma-

tion of this costume, and em-
broidery matching the stripe of

the Chambray in color forms the

trimming. The yoke is of cam-
bric and is adjusted to appear

like an under-waist or guimpe.

It has seams upon the shoulders,

and the body portion has brel.elle-

like extensions that h.ave their

corresponding edges joined in

short seams upon the shoulders.

Between the extensions of the

front three box-plaits are stitched

in their folds, bringing it to the

size of the yoke
;
and in the back

are three corresponding plaits,

the middle one of which isfoldeci

in the right side so as to bring

it over the closing, the left side

being henimed. The yoke edges

are correspondingly hemmed and

underfaced, the closing being

made with button-holes and but-

tons, which are not, liowever,

visible, as the button-liolcs are

workcsl in a fly sewed to the

under .side. The yoke is cut with

siillicient depth under the arms

to complete the shape of the

arms’-eyes, and after the sleeves, which are in coat shape, arc sewed
in, tlie body jtortion is sewed to it along the lower part of the arms’-

eyes, the lat ter being bordered with narrow embroidery. A row of

narrow embroidery is sewcil in with the seam holding the upper

edges, of the back and front and the inner edges of the bretelle jior-

tions in position ii|ion the yoke, and the nock is completed with a full

rulllc of wide emhroidery that falls over a straight band of c.aiii-

bric. A rullle of wiile emhroidery, svirmounted by a little standing

frill of the narrower, with a narrow band of the material between
them, trims each sleeve at the wrist. To the lower edge of the body
portion is sewed the skirt, which is composed of straight breadths
joined together, turned under for a hem at the lower eilge and laid

in box-plaits at the top. A careful pressing is sufficient to hold the
plaits in position. The joining of the skirt and body portions is con-
cealed by the arrangement of a sort of sash-drapery, which is cut
bias and is drawn up at its center by a perpendicular row of shirring.

Its upper edge is sewed to the
body a little above the skirt

seam as far as the middle of the
plait at each .side of the closing,

and a row of shirring is made
perpendicularly in a line with
the terminations of the seam.
Through these shir rings, and also

through the one at the center of

the front, the drapery is fastened
securely to the dress, and its ends
are joined together and shined
up very close

;
and then they

also are sewed through the shirr-

ing to the center of the back, the
looped effect given to the extra
length between this and the side-

back shirrings being rendered
permanent b^y tackings made
through the upper edges to the
costume just back of the side-

back shirrings. A straight piece

of the goods, folded under for a
finish at its side edges, and shirred

at its upper and lower edges, is

sewed over the joining of the
ends at the back in such a way
as to conceal its own shirrings.

Wide embroidery borders the
lower edges in front of the loops.

A more becoming style than
this for a costume of any mate-
rial could not be selected. The
yoke and sleeves will often be
made of open-work, which may
be either machine or hand
wrought; and sometimes these

portions will be of plaid goods
when the remainder is plain,

and vice versa. The sash-drap-

ery may be like the contra.sting

portions when a texture is

selected that will permit of

extending the .development of

the contrast to this portion.

We have pattern No. 9298 in

eight sizes for girls from five to

twelve years of age. To make
the garment for a girl of eight

years, will require five yards and
five-eighths of material twenty-
two inches wide, or two yards
and seven-eighths forty-eight

inches wide. 'To make it as rep-

resented, will .need three yards
and a-half of striped goods and
five-eighths of a yard of plain,

each thirty-six inches wide.

Price of pattern, lOd. or 20 cents.

9298

Front. View.

Girls’ Costume.

9398

Back View.

GIRLS’ WRAPPER, WITH'
SPANISH FLOUNCE.

(For Illustriilious see Page 93.)

No. 9305.—By referring to

(For DcBcription see this Page.)
Girls’ figure No. d oii this page
another illustration of this wrap-
per, showing it. developed in fig-

ured cotton Ottoman, with bands of plain sateen for triimiiiiig, may
bo observed.

The garment is hero made of figured cambric and tiiuimod with

colored embroidery, and its (construction is planned in a fasbion that

is much admired, 'i’he body portion is closed its depth in front with

button-holes and buttons, the right side being hcinnied .ami tlie left

undcrfaced
;
ami in each side of tlie front is an uiidcr-arm dart,

which, with side-backs ami a curving center seam at the back, gives
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a very graceful adjustment without rendering the garment tight-fit-

ting. This portion of tlie garment extends only about to the knees,

and the additional depth necessary is made up by a deep Spanish
flounce, which is composed of straight breadths joined together,

turned under for a hem at the lower edge and turned in for a finish

at the top. Two rows of shirring ai>e made a quarter of an inch

apart and far enough from the top to form a ruffled heading, and
through these shirrings the flounce is sewed to the upper portion of

the garment. The sleeves are in

coat shape and. fit the arms pret-

tily. Each is finished at the wrist

with a tiny frill of embroidery.

A similar decoration borders the

high rolling collar about the neck.

In joining the flounce to the

body portion, care should be
taken that the seam joining two
breadths does not come at the

center of the front. Sometimes
the flounce will be bordered with
embroidery or whatever decora-

tion is added upon other portions

of the garment. Lawn, linen,

batiste, print, gingham, delaine,

flannel or any material in vogue
for the purpose makes up satis-

factorily in a wrapper of this

style. When a very pretty effect

is desired, wide flouncing em-
broidery will be used, the ends
being joined at the back. The
body and sleeves may be cut

from tucking or open-work.
We have pattern No. 9305 in

seven sizes for girls from three

to nine years of age. To make
the garment for a girl of eight

years, will require three yards

and a-fourth of' material twenty-
two inches wide, or two yards

and an-eighth thirty-six inches

wide. If goods forty-eight

inches wide be selected, a yard
and a-half will suffice. Price of

pattern, lOd. or 20 cents.

illustrated on page 94 of this magazine and costs Is. or 25 cents
;
but

either mode may be as appropriately associated with any other.

Any material preferred to brocade may be chosen for the facings, or

these accessories may be omitted in favor of any garniture more
admired. Frequently the basque will be very plain in its comple-
tion, but plainness should never be preferred when unbecomingness
is the result, as it sometimes is.

We have pattern No. 9310 in eight sizes for misses from eight to

fifteen years of age. To make
the garment for a miss of thir-

teen years, will require two
yards and a-half of material

twenty-two inches wide, or a

yard and an-eighth forty-eight

inches wide, each with three-

fourths of a yard of brocaded
goods twenty-two inches wide
for the facings. Price of pat-

tern, lOd. or 20 cents.

9305 9305

Front View.
^

Back View.

Girls’ Wrapper, with Spanish Flounce.

(For Description see Page 92.)

9310

Front View.

MISSES’ BASQUE.
(For lilustrations see this Page.)

No. 9310.—This basque forms
a portion of the handsome cos-

tume that is developed in wine-
colored silk and gray cashmere
at Misses’ figure No. 2 on page
88 of this magazine.

Plain and brocaded dress

goods are united in the present
instance, and buttons are added
as garniture. The fronts are

closed with button -holes and
buttons, the right side being
hemmed and the left under-
faced

;
and below the closing

both sides are cut away with a
diagonal inclination backward.
Single bust darts, under-arm
gores, side-back seams and a
center seam perform the adjust-

ment, with the most approved
re.sults. The back extends a lit-

tle below the remainder of the
basque in habit fashion, and the
center seam is discontinued a
little below the waist-line, the
edges below its termination flar-

ing gracefully over the tour-
nure. A row of buttons, arranged upon the lower part of each
side-back seam, enhances the habit effect. All the edges are plainly
finished. Upon the front is applied a broad vest-facing of brocade,
and about the wrists of the finely shaped coat sleeves cuff facings of
the same are arranged. The collar is also of the brocade, and is in
the high standing shape.

In the formation of costumes basques of this style are very
fashionably united with skirts cut by pattern No. 9311, which is

9310
Back View.

Misses’ Basque.

(For Description see this Page.)

9390

Front View.

Girls’

9390
Back View.

Pompadour Apron.

(For Description see this Page.)

GIRLS’ POMPADOUR APRON.

(For Dlustration.s see this Page.)

No. 9290.—This apron is dain-

tily illustrated in dotted mull,

with lace edging and insertion

for trimming, at Girls' figure No.
4 on page 90 of this magazine.

Nainsook is the material rep-

resented in this instance, and
lace edging and insertion form
the trimming. The front of the

apron is cut on a fold of the

goods, and from its center at

the top is cut a Pompadour-
shaped piece that leaves the side

portions of the front to form
narrow, bretelle-like extensions,

which meet similar extensions

cut upon the back and are joined

to them in short seams upon the

shoulders. Between the front

and back are under-arm gores,

which give a Gabrielle-like ad-

justment to the apron
;
and the

closing edges are curved to as-

sist in the process of fitting and
prepared for the button-holes

by being neatly underfaced. Be-
low the closing the corners are

prettily rounded off, and all the

lower edges are finished with a

row of narrow lace sewed on
with becoming fulness. A Pom-
padour-shaped piece is included

in the pattern to partially fill in

the opening of the front, and this

piece is here duplicated in lace

insertion, and the top is bordered
with lace edging, which is car-

ried along the bretelle portions

and across the upper edge of the

back. There are no sleeves, the

arms’-eyes being bordered with
lace.

An apron of this style is not
only a protection, but a dressy

adjunct to a little girls’ costume
;

and the construetion may be as

dainty or as practical in effect as

the maker desires. Plain and
dotted Swiss, lawn, pique, print

and gingham in small figures

are suitable selections for such
aprons. White aprons may have
ties of the material or of ribbon

knotted upon the shoulders, w'ith tasteful results. Ribbons, attached
over the side-back seams at the waist-line and knotted in a bow over
the closing, also add daintily to the effect. Aprons of this kind are

pretty enough to be worn as over-dresses.

We havm pattern No. 9290 in eleven sizes for girls from two to

twelve years of age. In making the garment for a girl of eight
years, a yard and three-eighths of material thirty-six inches wide
will be required. Price of pattern, 7d. or 15 cents.

A
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GIRLS’ LOW-NECKED APRON.
(For Illustrations see this Page.)

No. 9321.—A charming and practical style of apron is shown
in these engravings. It is developed in white cambric, with
embroidered edging and fine tucks for trimming; and the body por-

tion is like a slip that is cut out square in the neck both at the front

and back, the front having seams that extend from the sides of the

cut-out portion to the lower edge and assist the seams at the sides

and the short seams uniting the back and front upon the shoulders

in the adjustment of the gar-

ment. The back edges are un-
derfolded for hems and closed

their depth with button-holes

and buttons. The lower part of

the apron is a straight, flounce-

like skirt that is turned under
for a hem at its ends and lower
edge, and gathered and sewed
at ils top to the body portion.

Long, wide ties of the material

are fastened over the ends of the

side seams, the attached end of

each being made quite narrow
by having three little upturned
plaits folded in it. These plaits

are tacked in their folds a little

further along, and the free ends

are rounded off and knotted in

a sash-bow over the closing.

Narrow embroidery borders the

tie ends and the neck and arms’-

eyes, and three little tucks are

made a little above the hem in

the lower part of the flounce.

Lawn, prints, nainsook or any material adapted to the purpose

makes up prettily in this way. Sometimes the skirt will be of wide
embroidered flouncing and the center-front portion will be elaborated

with insertion and tucks, the neck and arm’s-eye edges being fin-

ished to accord with the general effect. Simpler garnitures are,

however, in just as good taste. If tucks are desired, allowance for

them must be made in cutting out the garment, as none js made in

the pattern.

We have pattern No. 9321 in ten sizes for girls from three to

twelve years of age.

To make the garment
for a girl of eight

years, will require a

yard and five-eighths

of material thirty-six
.

inches wide. Price

of pattern, 7d. or 15

cents.

9321

Front VieU'.

9321

Back View.

MISSES’ WALKING
SKIRT.

(For Illustrations see this

Page.)

9311

Side-Front View.

No. 9311.—Anoth-
er view of this skirt,

showing a combina.-

tion of gray cashmere
and wine-colored silk,

is given at Misses’

figure No. 2 on page
88 of this Delinka-
TOR.

Skirts of this style

are very fashion-

ably combined with
basques eut by pat-

tern No. 9310, which
is shown in two views
on page 93 of this magazine and costs lOd. or 20 cents. Plain and
brocaded dress goods are combined in this instance, and plaitings of

the plain goods form the trimming. The skirt is of the plain goods,

and is composed of three gores for the front and sides, and a full

breadth for the back. The breadth is gathered at eacli side of the

placket opening, and the gores are fitted .smoothlj'^ by darts. Upon
the gores is adjusted a short t.ahlier, which is conformed to them by
darts and drape'll at each side by a cluster of three overlapping,

upward-turning plaits, the ari-angernent of the plaits giving the lower
edge a rounding effect. Upon the fronl-gore, beneath the lower j)or-

tion of the tablier, is sewed the top of an oi'namental front-drapery,
which is sewed at its side edges into the side-front seams. Into these
seams are also sewed the front edges of panel side-draperies, the
tops of which are concealed by the tablier and which, before being
sewed to position, are laid in forward-turning plaits. The lower
edges of the panel-draperies are turned under for a hem finish, and
the center drapery is cut in deep tabs sloped off with a slight

diagonal inclination at one side. All three of these drapery sec-
tions extend to the bottom of the skirt, and the tabs are under-
laid with two rows of fine knife-plaiting. The back-drapery is

a full, square breadth, that is

gathered at the top and has two
pair of shallow, downward-turn-
ing plaits sepai-ated by a short
space in each side edge. It is

sewed at its side edges into the
side-back seams with the back
edges of the tablier and plaited

panels, and its lower edge is cut
in tabs matching those of the
front-drapery, the back-breadth
of the skirt being trimmed with
two rows of plaiting. Both skirt

and drapery are sewed to the

same belt, and the placket open-
ing for the drapery is finished at

the left side. Tapes or elastic

straps may be fastened beneath
the side-back seams, to regulate
the final adjustment of the ful-

ness.

The arrangement of the con-
trast is very tastefully developed
in the present construction of the

skirt, the brocaded material being
used for the back-drapery and the center front-drapery. Any other
method of arrangement preferred may, however, be followed, with
equally pleasing results. Skirts of nun’s-vailing, mull and other
summery textures will often have the lower front-drapery omitted
and the gore between the side-panels overlaid with rufifies of lace or

embroidery. Corresponding decorations may trim the back-breadth
and the lower edge of the tablier. Lengthwise arrangements of braid

upon the plaits in the side-panels are much admired, and, when
adapted, the tablier and the edges of the tabs may be braid-trimmed

or braid-bound.

We have pattern

No. 9311 in eight

sizes for misses from
eight to fifteen years

of age. To make the

garment for a miss
of thirteen years, will

require six yards and
an-eighth of plain

material and three

yards of brocaded
goods twenty-two
inches wide, or two
yards and seven-
eighths of the one
and a yard and
a-fourth of the other

forty-eight inches
wide. Price of pat-

tern, Is. or 25 cents.

Girls’ Low-Necked Apron.

(For Deecription see this Page.)

9311

Side-Bach View.

Misses’ Walking Skirt.

(For Deecription eee this Papje.)

CURLS* NIGHT-
DRESS.

(For lllustraHons see Page
95.)

No. 9301.—The
material used for this

night-dress was mus-

lin, with narrow ruffles of the same for the trimming. The upper

portion is a plain yoke, which has seams upon the shoulders and is

slightly pointed at the center of the back and front, its closing edges

being underfolded for hems. The lower portion of the garment is

sloped at its top and gathered to the size of the yoke, to wliich it is

sewed. Scams at the sides assist in shaping it appropriately, and

hems finish the front edges, the closing being made a,ll the way
down with button-holes and buttons. About the neck is a straight

band of the material, bordered with a narrow ruffle that passes down
the overlapping side of the front. A similar ruffle is sewed in with
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the seam joining the yoke and lower portion of the garment, and

the wrists of the coat-shaped sleeves are correspondingly finished.

The bottom of this night-dress may be finished with a plain hem
—for which allowance should be made in cutting the garment out

—or with a ruffle or other decoration, to accord with the upper por-

tion. Hamburg edging, crochetted or woven lace or any tasteful

garniture may be employed in decorating a garment of this descrip-

tion, but over-elaboration is not

a desirable feature. Linen, cam-
bric, flannel, etc., make up
satisfactorily in this way.
We have pattern No. 9301 in

.seven sizes for girls from three

to nine years of age. To make
the garment for a girl of eight

years, will require three yards of

material thirty-six inches wide.

Price of pattern, lOd. or 20 cents.

Front View.

MISSES’ NIGHT-DRESS, WITH
YOKE.

(For Illustrations see this Page.)

No. 9291.—In the construc-

tion of this night-dress muslin is

united with Kursheedt’s Standard

lace tucking, the latter material

being used for the yoke and for the

facings at the wrists of the sleeves.

The yoke is all in one piece, hav-

ing no seams upon the shoulders,

and consequently its front edges are bias. The lower portion of the

garment has seams at the sides, which are sprung out toward the

lower edge to assist in giving the requisite width
;
and the front and

back are each cut on a fold of the goods at the center, the front

being slashed for a few inches from its top in a line with the ends

of the yoke. The back and each side of the front are gathered at

Girls’ Night-Dress.

(For Description see Page 94.)

their top.s to reduce them to the proper width and are sewed to the

yoke, and to the right side of the yoke and tlie corresponding side

of the opening below it a lap is joined, the opposite edge of the lap

being felled over the seam. In this lap button-holes are worked,
and to the opposite side of the yoke and opening a stand for the but-

tons is sewed. There is a standing collar about the neck, and over

its seam are sewed a standing and a falling frill of Hamburg edg-

ing, separated by a tiny band of

muslin. The lower frill is car-

ried all about the edges of the

lap, and the lower edges of the

yoke are bordered with a similar

decoration set on under narrow
bands. Round cuff-facings of

lace tucking encircle the coat-

shaped sleeves at the wrists, and
standing and falling frills of em-
broidery, set on under narrow
bands, are added re.spectively to

the upper and lower edges.

Muslin, cambric or any mate-
rial chosen tor the main por-

tion of the garment may be also

employed for the yoke, and the

sleeves may have frills of edging,
narrow ruffles or plain hems at

the wrists. Lace tucking, lace

puffing, and Hamburg webbing
and other decorative goods are,

hovrever, very suggestive for

the yoke, and are also sometimes
used for the sleeves.

We have pattern No. 9291 in eight sizes for misses from eight to
fifteen years of age. To make the garment for a miss of thirteen

years, will need three yards and a-half of material thirty-six inches
inches wide, together with half a yard of Kursheedt’s Standard lace

tucking twenty-seven inches wide for the yoke and cuff-facings.

Price of pattern. Is. or 25 cents.

9301
Back View.

STYLES FOR CHILDREN.

The pattern,

Figure No. 1.—CHILD’S COSTUME.
(For niustration see Page 96.)

Figure No. 1.—This illustrates a Child’s costume,
which is No. 9297 and costs 7d.

or 15 cents, is in five sizes for

children from two to six years
of age, and is also shown very
prettily made up on page 97 of

this issue.

This pretty little costume
combines plain and plaid ging-
ham in a most effective manner.
The body has a Pompadour- i

shaped yoke that is formed of

the material sewed in uniform
tucks. The neck is shirred far

enough from the top to leave a
frilled heading and is sewed flatly

all around to the yoke. The
front and back meet in short

seams on the sh oulders, are gath-
ered across the lower edge to the
same width as at the neck and
finished with a narrow belt of the
plaid gingham. The skirt is a deep
flounce, covered nearly half its

depth with a ruffle, both being
gathered and joined to the belt

and trimmed at the tower edge
with a bias band of the plaid.

A bias strap of the plaid crosses the shoulder of the body at each
side, its pointed ends being fastened at each side of the shirring in

the front and back. A standing band or narrow collar finishes the
neck, and a bias band of the plaid trims the coat sleeves a little

above the wrists, lace ruffs being worn in the neck and sleeves.

The yoke is perfectly plain in the pattern, and may be made of
any fabric preferred, embroidered webbing, lace net and fancy white

goods being frequently chosen for it and sometimes for the sleeves.

Very pretty dresses will have the skirt and ruffle of embroidery or

deep lace and the belt of insertion. Lace or embroidery may trim

the skirt and ruffle, and also the neck edges of the yoke and body,
with very dressy results. For
all varieties of dress goods, and
particularly washable textures,

the mode is pretty and suitable,

and a simple or elaborate deco-

ration may be adopted, as pre-

ferred.

The hat is of fancy straw with
a full brim-facing of Surah. Rib-

bon trims it prettily and ties it

under the chin.

9291

Front View.

9291

Back Vimv.

Misses’ Night-Dress, with Yoke.

(For Description see this Page.)

a

Figure No. 2.—CHILD’S DRESS.

(For Illustration see Page 97.)

Figure No. 2.—This illustrates

Child’s dress. The pattern,

wffiich is No. 9296, and costs 7d.

or 15 cents, is in seven sizes for

children from six months to six

years of agg, and is pictured as

made of other goods, with otlier

decorations, on page 96 of the

present magazine.
Pale pink Chambray, embroid-

ered Chambray and a sash of

wide ribbon are combined in this strikingly pretty, yet withal very
simple, dress for a child. The body extends quite deeply over the

hips, and has a cluster of tucks at each side of the center of the front

and at each side of the closing at the back. The skirt is a deep flounce

of embroidered Chambray and is gathered to the lower edge of the

body, its seaming being hidden by a sash of wide ribbon draped about
the figure and tied in a laraje bow at the back. The coat sleeves are
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finished with upturned rows of embroidery, and a frill of embroid-
ery, set on with a becoming fulness, falls over and coHceals the little

standing band finishing the neck.

White dresses are especially charming made up in this way, and
the sash will as frequently be of the material as of ribbon. Wash-
able textures of all varieties, and also such silks and woolens as are

desirable for children’s dresses, may be fashioned by the mode and
decorated to please the fancy, laces and embroideries being suitable

on all fabrics that are considered appropriate for little people’s dresses.

The hat is of fancy straw, prettily

trimmed with wide and narrow rib-

bon.

Fi&ure No. 3.—CHILD'S MOTHER-
HUBBARD DRESS.

(For Illustration see Page 98.)

Figure No'. 3.—This illustrates a

Child's Mother-Hubbard dress. The
pattern, which is No. 9303 and costs

7d. or 15 cents, is in seven sizes for

children from six months to six years
of age, and is shown as made of a

single material, with self trimmings,
on this page.

The picturesque effect of the
Mother-Hubbard dress makes it an
especially favored mode for little peo-
ple, but in its pre.sent fashioning it is

much less ample than formerly, and
consequently more comfortable to

wear. All sorts of quaint-looking
fabrics are used for these dresses, and
sometimes the yoke and sleeves differ

in fabric from the skirt and again only
the yoke is in contrast. A large-fig-

Eigure No. 4.—CHILD’S APRON. >. /. •

(For Illustration see Page 99.)

Figure No. 4.— This illustrates a Child’s apron. The pattern,

which is No. 9302 and costs 7d. or 15 cents, is in seven sizes for

children from six months to six years of age, and is shown made
of plaid goods on page 98 of this Delineator.
Aprons that completely cover the dress or that are so fashioned

that on warm days they may be worn in place of dresses, are a boon
in the way of comfort and economy;
and they may be made of white
goods or of pretty prints, cambrics
or ginghams, as preferred. The pres-

ent engraving pictures a simple and
pretty fashion for such garments.
The material is white lawn, and ruf-

fles of the lawn and narrow insertion

trim it prettily. The front has nicely

curved seams reaching to the shoul-

ders, but the back is quite loose and
closes with button-holes and buttons.

The side-front seams give the front a

gored effect that is quite pretty, and
the back has its fulness drawn in

slightly at the waist-line by wide sash-

ties that are plaited into the side seams
and bowed prettily over the closing.

A ruffle of the material, headed by a

row of insertion, trims the bottom of

the apron, and a narrower ruffle, sim-

ilarly headed, trims the wrists of the

coat sleeves and the edges of the

deep, round collar. Tiny hems finish

the edges of the sash-ties.

Lace, embroidery, light braids, cot-

ton edgings of any variety, rick-rack.

9303
Front View.

PiGURE No. 1.—Child’s Costume.

—

This illustrates

Pattern No. 9297, price Id. or 15 cents.

(For Description see Page 95.) 9296
Front View.

ured sateen and a pretty vari-

ety of lace net are combined in

this instance. The yoke is deep
and square and fits smoothly.

The back and front of the dress

are turned in quite deeply at the

top, shirred across several times

and sewed flatly upon the yoke
along the shirrings, the ruffled

edge standing prettily. The
sleeves are shirred to fall in ruf-

fles at the hands, but fit smooth-
ly into the arms’-eyes; and over
tlie shoulders are arranged pretty

puffs that heighten the pictur-

esque aj)])earance very much. A
frill of lace falls over the little

band finishing the iieCk.

White, colored and figured

goods in silk, cotton and wool
may be prcttilly made u]> into

such dresses, and sometimes em-
broidery or lace is applied in ruflles or to turn up flatly from (he bot-

tom of the dress. Embroidered vvebliing, lace net, tucked lawn or

nainsook or some fancy white fabric is frc(iucnlly used fur the yok(>,

and, again, silk or the materia! in a cont.riisting hue or ])attcrn is

selected. Strijis of lacc insertion and Swiss embroidery, sewed
together, form a very pretty yoke and arc easily arranged.

The dainty hat is of white mull, shirred on a frame and (rimmed
with field flowers.

tucking, etc., are all suitable trim-

mings for such aprons.

9303
Bach View.

Child’s Motuer-Hui!Bahd Dress.

(For De.sici iption see Pago 97.)

Figure No. 5.

—

CHILD’S SLIP.

(For Illustration see Page 99.)

Figure No. 5.—This illustrates

a Child’s slip. The pattern, which
is No. 9288 and costs 7d. or 15

cents, is in four sizes for children

from six months to three years

of age, ifnd is prettily represent-

ed in two views oii page 97 of

this issue.

This dainty little slip for a

child is made of fine lawn, em-
broidered webbing and wide

embroidered edging, and narrow

embroidery is effectively used

for trimming. The front and

back reach to the neck at the

center, but are dceiily cut out on the .shonlder.s.

Joined to fancifully shaped yoke-sections

These sections have seams iqion

9296
Bach View.

Child’s Dress.

(For Description .see P^gc 9<

where (hey arc

of embroidered web-

)ing. I'licse sections nave seams ujioii the shoulders and round

prettily from (he nock to (he arms'-cyes, and the seams joining them

1,0 the'front and back are covered by a i'rill of narrow edging set on

under a tiny band. A similar frill stands above the narrow band

fini.shing the nock. The front and back are very prettily tucked to

a little lielow the waist-line, one wide tuck being made at each side
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of the center and closing between clusters of two narrower tucks,

the fulness of the tucks falling loosely into the skirt. The slip

has a short skirt gathered to its lower edge, the skirt in this instance

being of wide embroidery and headed by a tiny band. The little

coat sleeves are of the embroidered webbing and are trimmed at the

wrists with a frill of embroidery set on under a tiny band.

Such slips are very dressy in efiect and may be made of muh,

lawn, nainsook or any pretty white goods. Lace net, tucked muslin

or the material may be used for the yoke and sleeves, and lace or

embroidery may be selected as

trimming. The gathered skirt

may be of the material narrowly
hemmed or edged with lace or

embroidery.

9297
Front View.

CHILD’S MOTHER-HUBSAED
DRESS.

(For Illustrations see Page 96.)

No. 9303.—This dress is illus-

trated in figured sateen, with

lace net for the yoke, at Child’s

figure No. 3 on page 98 of this

publication.

This style of dress still remains

a favorite, and is developed in all

seasonable dress goods worn by
children. Cashmere is the fabric

represented in the present in-

stance, and facings of the same
and a frill of dainty lace consti-

a little above the lower edge, and the frill thus formed is under-

faced with cashmere. There is a straight band about the neck, and
inside this is sewed a frill of lace.

'

Gringhams, pongees, lawns, prints, fancy and plain flannels and all

similar textures make up prettily in this way. Sometimes the yoke
and sleeves will be in decided contrast with the remainder of the

garment. Gray with cardinal, dark blue with pink, and white with

any decided tone, unite becomingly in this way. The lower edge

maybe trimmed with lace applied flatly or in ruffles, or with narrow
ruffles or plaitings of the material,

but is just as appropriately fin-

ished plainly.

We have pattern No. 9303 in

seven .sizes for children from six

months to six years of age. To
make the garment for a child of

six years, will require three yards
and an-eighth of material twen-
ty-two inches wide, or two yards
thirty-six inches wide. If goods
forty-eight inches wide be se-

lected, then a yard and five-

eighths will suffice. Price of

pattern, 7d. or 15 cents.
9288

CHILD’S DRESS.

(For Illustrations see Page 96.)

No. 9296.—The effect of this

dress, developed in Chambray,
with Chambray embroidery of

Front View.

9297
Back View.

Cinnn’s Costume.

(For Description see Page 98.)

tute the finishings. The upper por-

tion is in yoke shape and has seams
upon the shoulders, and hems are

folded upon its back edges. The
lower or body portion of the dress

consists of two sections, that are

joined together by seams at the sides

and sloped out slightly above the

seams to complete the shape of the

arms’-eyes. Their tops are turned
in for a finish, and an opening sev-

eral inches in depth is made at the .

center of the back. Three rows of

shirring are made across the front and
each side of the back at intervals of

a quarter of an inch apart and far

enough from the top to leave a little

frilled heading. The shirrings adjust

the respective portions to the size of

the yoke, and the shirred portions

are sewed to position through the

upper and lower rows. The closing

of the yoke is accomplished by means
of button-holes and buttons, and the

edges of the opening below it are un-
derfolded for hems. A puff, formed
of a bias strip of the goods, is arranged
upon each shoulder. It is turned in

for a finish at one edge and is shirred twice near this edge. The
other edge is gathered once and is placed even with the arm’s-eye,
its ends extending almost to the side seam of the dress. The puff
is sewed along the double lines of shirring to the yoke, enough
fulne.ss being allowed between this edge and the arm’s-eye to hold
it high upon the shoulder. The sleeve is composed of one piece and
has a seam at the inside of the arm. It is drawn into a. space just

large enough to slip over the hand by three rows of shirring made

Figube No. 2.—Child’s Dress.—

T

his illustrates

Pattern No. 929G, price 7d. or lo cents.

(For Description see Page 95.)

9388

Back View

.

Child’s Slip.

(For Description see Page 98.)

the same color and a ribbon sa.sh for

trimming, is shown at Child’s figure

No. 2 on this page.

The dress is very simple in con-
struction and yet is especially at-

tractive in effect. Cambric is the

material illustrated in the present in-

stance, and embroidered edging and
insertion form the trimming. The
body is fashionably long and fits the

figure becomingly, but not too close-

ly, having seams upon the shoulders

and the sides. The closing is made
at the back with button-holes and
buttons, both sides being hemmed;
and in each side of the back turning
tow^ard the closing, and in each side

of the front turning toward the cen-

ter, three tucks are made, a narrow
space being left between them. Upon
this space is stitched a row of inser-

tion, and back of each cluster is placed

a .similar decoration. A row of in-

sertion is placed in front of each clus-

ter in the back, and another row is

stitched upon the overlapping hem,
making the effect harmonious with
that of the front. The skirt of the

dress is in flounce fashion, and is composed of straight breadths
joined together, turned under for a hem at the lower edge and
gathered at the top. Above the seam joining it to the body por-

tion is stitched a baud of insertion, and upon the bottom of the

skirt is sewed a row of embroidered edging headed by a row of

insertion. When the ribbon sash that encircles the body is added,

the insertion above the skirt is, of course, invisible; but, as the

sash will often be omitted, it forms a tasteful addition to the gar-
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nitures. • The sleeves are in coat shape, and each is completed
with a frill of edging and a band of insertion at the wrist. A little

collar, which is nearly a straight band, is sewed to the neck; and
over it is stitched a band of insertion, while in the same seam with
it is sewed a frill of edging.

A simpler finish than is here depicted may be given to a dress

intended especially for practical wear, while those designed ex-
clusively for best wear may have more elaborate garnitures added to

them if desired. Sometimes the skirt

will be formed of deep flouncing em-
broidery or of lace. A colored slip may
be worn beneath, if admired. Nain-
sooks, lawns, ginghams, prints and all

materials in vogue for children’s dresses

make up tastefully in this fashion. Al-
lowance for the tucks is made in the

pjattern, and their position is clearly in-

dicated. The skirt may have tucks

taken in it, but for them allowance must
be made in cutting the garment out.

We have pattern No. 9296 in seven
sizes for children from six months to

six years of age. To make the garment
for a child of six years, will require

three yards and three-fourths of material

twenty-two inches wide, or two yards
and three-eighths forty-eight inches

wide. To make it as represented, will

need a yard and three-fourths of goods
thirty-six inches wide, together with
two yards and three-eighths of ribbon
nine inches wide. Price of pattern, 7d.

or 15 cents.
« ^

CHILD’S COSTUME.

(For niustrations see Page 97.)

No. 9297.—At Child’s figure No. 1 on
page 96 of this Delineator, another il-

lustration of this costume is given,

showing a combination of plain and
plaid gingham, with bands of plaid and
narrow lace for trimming.

This charming little costume is de-
veloped in Chambray and trimmed
with embroidery, embroidered web-
bing being used for the yoke portion

with very pretty effect. The yoke does not extend entirely across

the garment at either the front or back, its side edges being over-

lapped by extensions cut upon the body portions. These exten-
sions are joined in short seams at their corresponding shoulder

edges, as a?'e also the corresponding edges of the yoke; and between
the extensions the front of the body portion is gathered to the size

of the yoke by two rows of shirring made far enough from the top
to leave a little frilled heading. The closing is made with button-
holes and buttons, the right side being hemmed and the left under-

faced
;
and each

side of the back
body-portion is

adjusted to the

size of its yoke
portion by two
rows of shirring,

through which it

is sewed to the

yoke in the same
manner as the

front, the exten-
sions being sew-
ed invisibly to

the yoke a lit-

tle inside their

edges. The body
portions arc fit-

ted lowaboutthe
figure in blouse

fiishion and have
.seams at the sides that contribute to their adjustment. Their
lower edges arc brought to the proper size by two rows of shirring
in tlie front and two in each .side of the back, which terminate some
distance from the side scams. To the bottom is sewed a narrow
b(!lt, and to this belt is joined the skirt, which is much like a deep
flounce gatlierial at its top and finishccl with a hem at its lower
edge. In the same seam is joined a gathered rufile that is a
little more than half the depth of the skirt and is also finished

with a hem at its lower edge. This rnffie is included as a
part of the pattern, and both it and the skirt are bordered with
embroidered edging in the present instance. The belt is overlaid
with a band of insertion, and the coat-shaped sleeves have little cuffs
of embroidered webbing matching the yoke, which are bordered at
their tops with edging. There is a little band of the goods about the
neck, and to its upper edge is sewed a tiny standing frill of embroid-
ery, while in the seam joining it to the waist is included another

trill
;

this double arrangement giving a
soft and becoming finish to the neck.

Costumes of this style are made of all

kinds of seasonable materials, and very
often two distinctly contrasting goods
will be united in the formation, as in

the present instance. Sometimes the
yoke, and also the sleeves, will be of
white or bright colored cambric or
other texture harmonizing with the
lower portions, while the remainder
will be of a contrasting tint. The flounce
decoration wiU often be cut from wide
flouncing embroidery and the skirt from
a still deeper quality, or the latter will

be pieced at the top with plain goods to

appear as if it were of solid embroid-
ery. Simpler garnitures are, however,
more practical for every-day garments.
We have pattern No. 9297 in five

sizes for children from two to six years
of age. To make the costume for a
child of six years, will require three

yards and three-eighths of material

twenty-two inches wide, or a yard and
five-eighths forty-eight inches wide.
To make it as represented, will need
two yards and an-eighth of goods thir-

ty-six inches wide* together with three-

eighths of a yard of embroidered web-
bing twenty-seven inches wide, and one
yard of insertion about an inch wide.

Price of pattern, 7d. or 15 cents.

Eigure No. 3.

—

Child’s Mother-Hubbard
Dress.—This illustrates Pattern No.

9303, price 7d. or 15 cents.

(For Description see Page 96.)

930fl 9309
Front View.

Child’s Dress.

(For Description see Page O'.l.)

Back View.

CHILD’S SLIP.

(For Illustrations see Page 97.)

No. 9288.—At Child’s figure No. 5
on page 99 of this Delineator, this slip is represented as made of

lawn, with embroidered net for the yoke sections and sleeves, and
embroidery in two widths for trimming.

The garment is unique and pretty, but not at all difficult in its

fashioning, and is adapted to all materials worn by young children.

Nainsook and Hamburg webbing are combined in the present in-

stance, and Hamburg edging in two widths and Hamburg webbing
form the garnitures. The slip is cut on a fold of the goods at the

front and back, and at the center of the back is made an opening,

which extends
from the upper
edge to within
a short distance

of the lower.

This opening is

finished at one
side with an un-
derlap in which
button -holes are

worked and at

the other with
a stand upon
which small flat

pearl buttons are

sewed, the clos-

ing being thus

invisibly per-

formed. In each

side of the back
are stitched five

tucks, which are of equal depth with the closing and turn toward it,

the middle one being about half an inch wide and the others’

about a-quarter of an inch. Five similar tucks, turning toward
the center, are stitched in each side of tlie front. The front and
back arc united by gracefully curved scams at the sides, but, in-

stead of meeting upon the shoulders, they are cut out in wide
curves from the neck to the arms’-eyes and, after being scantily

gathered, arc sewed to ornamental sections of Hamburg webbing,

9302
Back View.

Child’s Apron.

(For Description see Pago 99.)
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Figure No. 4.—Child’s Apron.—This illustrates

Pattern No. 9302, price 7d. or 15 cents.

(For Description see Page 96.)

which are themselves joined at their corresponding edges in seams

upon the shoulders. An edging of narrow embroidery, set on under

a tiny band of the material, borders each of the ornamental

portions, and the neck is finished with a binding and decorated

with a standing and a falling ruffle of edging separated by a similar

band. The coat-shaped sleeves are each finished with a simula-

ted cuff of Hamburg webbing, with a ruffle of edging at its top and

bottom, these ruffles being also set on beneath narrow bands of the

goods. The skirt

portion of the

slip is merely a

shallow flounce,

which in this in-

stance is made of

wide embroid-
ery. The seam
joining it to the

skirt is concealed

by a tiny band
of the goods.

The narrow
bands mentioned
may be rendered
more ornamental
by being feath-

er-stitched with
floss or unglazed
cotton, or they

may be of the

narrowest vari-

ety of insertion.

The skirt flounce

may be com-
posed of Kur-
sheedt’s Stand-

ard lace tacking

or strips of tuck-

ed material and
rows of insertion

joined together.

The ornamental
shoulder por-

tions may corre-

spond, and the

neck and all the edges may be trimmed to harmonize. The slip may,
however, be much simpler in style and still be very pretty, tiny ruf-

fles of the material, lace or embroidered edging being sufficient gar-

niture to merit the approval of refined taste.

We have pattern No. 9288 in four sizes for children from six

months to three years of age. To make the garment for a child of

three years, will require two yards and a-fourth of material twenty-
two inches wide, or a yard and a-fourth

forty-eight inches wide. To make it as

represented, will need a yard of goods thir-

ty-six inches wide, together with a-fourth

of a yard of embroidered webbing twenty-
seven inches wide, and two yards and an-
eighth of embroidered edging four inches

and a-half deep. Price of pattern, 7d. or

15 cents.
- .

CHILD’S DRESS.

(For Ulustrations see Page 98.)

No. 9309.—This little dress is constructed
in a fashion that is at once simple and at-

tract! ve. Plain and striped goods are united

in the present instance, and the waist is low
and round, with the front cut on a fold of

the goods. Turning toward the center of

the front are ten tucks, each of which is a
little more than half an inch wide and is

stitched in its fold. Four tucks turn to-

ward the closing in each side of the back,
and benetah the upper edges are adju.sted

yoke portions of the plain goods, the cor-

responding edges of both yoke and body
portions being united in seams upon the shoulders. There are

also the customary seams at the sides, and the closing is made
with button-holes and buttons, the right side being hemmed and the
left underfaced. A belt of plain goods finishes the lower part of the
waist, and coat-shaped sleeves, also of plain goods, are sewed into the

arms’-eyes. A band of striped goods ornaments each sleeve a little

above the wrist, and a tiny band of plain material finishes the neck.

The joining of the yoke to the body portions is overlaid by a plain

band about half an inch in width. Two straight breadths, joined

together, form the skirt. A placket opening is cut in the center of

the back-breadth, and its edges are hemmed
;
and the top of the skirt

is gathered all around before being sewed to the waist, A hem, for

which allowance is made in the pattern, finishes the lower edge.

No decoration is required upon the skirt, though a narrow ruffle

or plaiting, or a finish of lace or embroidery may be added if

desired. White goods of all kinds, lawns, prints, piques, delaines,

cashmeres and
all materials in

vogue for chil-

dren’s wear are

adapted to dress-

es of this style.

Sometimes the

yoke will be of

open-work, and
the sleeves and
neck will be
finished with
edging matching
it in general

effect.

We have pat-

tern No. 9309 in

seven sizes for

children from six

months to six

years of age.

To make the

garment for a

child of three

years, will re-

quire two yards

of striped mate-
rial and three-

fourths of a yard

of plain goods
twenty-two in-

ches wide, or a

yard and an-

eighth of the

one and three-

eighths of a yard
of the other forty-eight

cents.

Figure No. 5.

—

-Child’s Slip.

—

This illustrates

Pattern No. 9288, price Id. or 15 cents.

(For Description see Page 96.)

inches wide. Price of pattern, 7d. or 15

9315

Child’s Mother-Hubbard Bonnet.

(For Description see Page 1(X).)

CHILD’S APRON.
(For Diuetrations see Page 98.)

No. 9302.—This little apron is daintily illustrated in white lawn,

with ruffles of the same and lace in-

sertion for trimming, at Child’s figure No.
4 on this page.

This apron is made of cross-barred muslin

and trimmed with embroidery, and the ef-

fect is dainty and pleasing. The construc-

tion is planned something after the style of

a G-abrielle slip, the front having side-front

seams that extend in pretty curves to the

shoulders and, with seams at the sides and
upon the shoulders, provide a becoming ad-

justment without drawing the apron too

closely to the figure. The closing is made
at the back with button-holes and buttons,

both sides being hemmed. Into the side

seams at the waist-line are sewed hemmed
ties of the material. The inserted end of

each is decreased in width by a plait, and
the free end is slanted off and finished with
a row of narrow embroidered edging. These
ties are knotted in a pretty bow over the

closing. There is a round turn-over collar

in two sections, the ends of which meet at

the front and back; and its edges, as well as

the wrists of the coat sleeves and the bottom
of the apron, are bordered with embroidery.

Nainsook, lawn, pique, print, gingham or any material in use for

aprons makes up neatly in this way. Narrow ruffles of the goods,

woven edgings, braid, etc., may be applied as garnitures, or the

apron may be finished with entire plainness.

We have pattern No. 9302 in seven sizes for children from six

months to six years of age. To make the garment for a child of six

years, will require a yard and three-fourths of material thirty-six

inches wide. Price of pattern, 7d. or 15 cents.
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CHILD’S MOTHER-HUBBARD BONNET.
(For ninetration see Page 09.)

No. 9315.—One of the most attractive modes for children is the

Mother-Hubbard bonnet pictured in

this engraving. Irish point flounc-

ing wide enough for the purpose
is most frequently selected for such
bonnets, and is illustrated in this

instance
;
but the pattern isjust as well

adapted to any other kind of goods.

The front piece is cut so that the scol-

loped edge of the embroidery extends
to the front, and its back edges are

united by a short seam, and then the

inner edges are scantily gathered to

adapt them to the size of the little cir-

cular crown-piece to which they are

sewed, a row of narrow lace edging
being sewed in with the seam. The
cape portion has a dart seam that ex-

tends obliquely upward from each

lower corner, so that the ends, as well

as the lower edge, may have a scol-

loped finish when flounce embroidery

is chosen. Provision is, however,

made in the pattern to dispense

with this seam when plain goods are

selected. The top is gathered nearly to the ends and is sewed to

the lower edge of the front piece, with the ungathered portions

extending a little beyond the latter. A quilling of ribbon, with ends
long enough to form ties, is arranged over the joining of the cape,

and its ends are fringed out and knotted under the chin. A double,
lace-edged plaiting of fine lawn is sewed beneath the front, with

its outer edge extending forward in a
line even with the ends of the cape,

completing the ornamentation of the

bonnet very daintily.

Mull, pique, lawn, nainsook, plain

and embroidered Swiss or any com-
bination of either with lace or em-
broidery may be selected for a bon-
net of this kind, with just as much
propriety as the goods chosen in the

present instance
;
but flouncing em-

broidery of a proper width wifi often

be preferred for dressy little bonnets,

because such a decorative effect is

achieved by it with so little labor. A
lining of colored silk or satin may be
added when desired, but it is usually

.conceded that the hair of the little

wearers showing through looks better.

We have pattern No. 9315 in five

sizes for children from two to six

years of age. To make the garment
for a child of six years, will require

seven-eighths of a yard of ma-
terial thirty-six inches wide, or two yards of embroidery
nine and a-half inches wide. Price of pattern, 5d. or 10 cents.

»318
Men’s Double-Breasted Under-Shirt.

(For Description see this Page.)

STYLES FOR MEN AND BOYS.

MEN’S DOUBLE-BREASTED UNDER-SHIRT.

(For Illustration see this Page.)

No. 9318.—Flannel is the material represented in this under-shirt,

and the process of construction, which is as simple as it is practical,

is accomplished as follows: The back and front are each cut on a

fold of the goods, the back being a little the deeper. They are joined

by seams upon the shoulders and at the sides, the latter seams ter-

minating some distance from the lower edges and the corners below
being rounded off and the edges narrowly hemmed. An opening is

made in the front for some distance from the neck at the right of the

center, and to the right side of the opening is sewed a shield, which
is lined with the material, appropriately curved out at its top and
rounded off at its upjier corner, where a button is sewed. A facing

for an overlap is sewed to the left edge of the opening, which is also

rounding at its top; and this is lined with
the material. The facing is stitched twice

to the shirt, and the stitchings are continued

about the top and unattached edge. The
overlapping side is stitched to the lower edge
of the shield, and another row of stitching,

describing a point at the center, is made a

little higher up. Button-holes are made in

the facing, and buttons are sewed upon the

shirt; a button-hole being made in the shirt

corresponding in position with the button

upon the upper corner of the shield. By
these means the closing is made and the

shield held in position. Two rows of stitch-

ing hold in place the narrow undcrfacing

finishing the neck. Each sleeve is in a single

piece, that is sloped off toward the hand, the

seam joining the edges at the inside of the

arm being discontinued some distance from the lower edge.

twenty-seven inches wide, or two yards and five-eighths thirty-six

inches wide. Price of pattern, lOd. or 20 cents.

9319
Boys’ DotmLE-BREASTED Under-Shirt.

(For Description see tiiis Page.)

The

cd”-cs of the opening are narrowly hemmed, and the bottom of the

sleeve is completed with a wrist-band that widens to a point at the

center ami is stitched to the sleeve all around, the shape of the sleeve

being arrangeil to accord with the pointed outline of the band. A
button-hole and button close each sleeve at the wrist.

Any kind of undcr-.shirting will make up satisfactorily in this

way. It is well to remember in selecting flannel, that a quality

containing a mixture of cotton wears and washes better than all-

wool grafles and is more agreciahle in feeling to the wearer.

We have pattern No. !)318 in eleven sizes for men from thirty-two

to forty-six ineVes, breast measure. For .a man of thirty-six inches,

breast measun', it will require three yards and an-cighth of material

BOYS’ DOUBLE-BREASTED UNDER-SHIRT.

(For Illustration see tins Page.)

No. 9319.—This under-shirt is made of flannel, and its construc-

tion is accomplished in the same manner as that for men’s wear.

The front and back are each cut on a fold of the goods, and the back

is a little longer than the front. They are joined by seams upon the

s?ioulders and at the sides, the latter seams terminating some dis-

tance from the lower edges and the corners below them being rounded

off and the lower portions finished with narrow hems. In the front,

at the right side of the center, an opening is made that extends some
distance from the neck, and to the right edge

of this opening is sewed a shield piece, while

to the left is sewed a facing for an overlap.

Both shield and facing are rounded off at

their upper corners and lined with the ma-
terial, and the facing is stitched along the

seam and provided with- button-holes,

while buttons are sewed- beneath them upon

the shield. A button is also sewed upon the

upper corner of the shield, and a button-

hole corresponding in position is made in the

shirt. A row of stitching is made through

the shirt to the lower edge of the shield, and

above this is another row made in pointed

outline. A narrow underfacing, stitched to

place, finishes the neck. Each sleeve is in

one piece and is appropriately curved to give

it the proper adjustment over the shoulder.

The inner edges are sloped off toward the wrist and are united in a

scam all the way down. The lower edge is shaped out to fit smoothly

to a wrist-band that is deepened in a point toward tlu- center and

stitched along its seaming, its ends being .seamed. The wrist-band

is wide enough to slip easily over the hand.

Any material adapted to under-shirts makes up satisfactorily in

this way. The eonsiruction is simple but veny satisfactory, and

no lady need be afraid to undertake it.

M^e have jiattern No. 931!) in thirteen 'sizes lor boys from three to

fifteen ye.ars of age. In making the garment for a boy of eleven

yenu’s, two yards and a-hali (d material twenty-seven inches wide,

or two yards thirty-six inches wide, will be required. Price of pat-

tern, III. or 15 cents.
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ILLUSTRATED MISCELL ANY.

HATS AND BONNETS.

Although a bonnet is always more positively full toilette than a

hat and especially in harmony with visiting and evening gowns, still

there are few women who are not glad when the Summer time

arrives and the obligation of wearing bonnets becomes less stringent.

Even in Summer, however, all women feel that they like to pos.sess

one, for the occasion is always liable to arise that demands its use.

Plats are more pic-

turesque and more
apt to be comfort-

able, unless indeed,

they fit badly, in

which case they will
“ bob up ” far other-

wi.se than “ serenely."

This usually results

from the crown of

the hat being too

small or the arrange-

ment of the hair

being out of harmony
with its shape.

Square-c r o w n e d
hats and bonnets are

usually chosen when
the hair is laid on top

of the head, and that

is one reason that so

many women give for

wearing the jaunty

little sailor hat—it

covers the top of the

head without disar-

ranging the soft coils

of hair, and yet is

worn sufficiently fat-

back to display the

short bang and allow

the use of a becom-
ing vail.

Figure No. 1.

—

Ladies’ Hat.—A be-

coming shade of

champignon adds to

the beauty of this

straw hat, while its

elaborate look is eas-

ily attained by the

proper disposition of

the decoration. The
underfacing is of pale

rose-colored crepe,
laid in full plaits and
showing at the curve
on the left side as

well as in the lovely

flush it gives to the

face underneath.
Around the crown is

a broad band of dark
brown velvet ribbon,

with deep ecru lace

disposed about it as shown. The blossoms in the front are of a deli-

cate rose color, well brought out by their standing background of

peacock feathers so perfect in their shades and shapes that the heart

of a worshipper of the beautiful ought to be made happy thereby.

Figure No. 2.—Ladies’ and Misses’ PIat.—A recollection of the

Derby in straw is entertained when this hat is looked at. It is of

soft, yellow braid, rolling slightly at the sides and with a crown
that is not positively square, but which might be called conservative.

A full scarf of deep crimson satin encircles the crown, and three full

tips sharlino; from rose color to a crimson that almost matches the

scarf are at the left side. For a youi;g girl with brown or black

hair, this little hat would be particularly becoming.
Figure No. 3.

—

Ladies’ and Misses’ Round Hat.—A jaunty-look-
ing hat such as this always, and very justly, finds many admirers.

In shape it is a sailor, with the severity of the brim relieved by a

slight roll at the edge. Of fine straw, it is a dark blue in color,

with a straight band of velvet ribbon of the same shade arranged as

is the band on a gentleman’s hat. Starting from the right side and
extending over the left is a full bunch of pale pink blossoms, that

form a very good contrast to the dark blue. If chosen for yachting

or travelling, a bird or several wings should be used in place of the

blossoms.

PkauRE No. 4.

—

Ladies’ PIat.—Such a hat as this might be
worn in complimen-
tary mourning, as the

effect is decidedly that

of a symphony—as

the aesthetic brother-

hood would say—in

neutral tones. The
hat itself is of fine

black straw, the shape
being one much fa-

vored by those who
like to wear a hat
over the face. Around
the base of the crown
is a twist of silvered

silk crepe, the gray of

the silver being
brought out well

against its black

background. On the

left side is a large

bunch of black and
gray flowers and fol-

iage, thickly dusted
with silver. If the

flowers are consider-

ed too much like col-

ors, wings or small

pompons in black,

gray or white may
take their place.

Figure No. 5.

—

Ladies’ and Misses’

Round Hat.—A pret-

ty hat to be worn
with a walking or

travelling costume of

flannel is here shown.
The straw' is dark
gray, and the velvet

band is of black over-

laid with two rows of

silver lace. On the

left side, quite near
the front, are three

ostrich tips showdng
black and gray as

their coloring. The
same idea developed
in mode with brown
velvet and gold lace

would be more elabo-

rate if a hat were
wanted for ceremo- *

nious wear.

Figure No. 6.—Ladies’ Round Hat.—One of the high-crowned,
rolling brimmed hats which comprise the outcome of the Henri Trois

is here illustrated. It is of Manila straw of the regular ecru tint,

and the simplicity of its trimming is the cause of its air of good
style. Three loops of cardinal velvet are poised one above the

other on each side of the front, reaching far up on the crown. In

the center they are held by a small gilt pin, while in tlie space be-

tween the loops, ju.st in front, are single long feathers of gilt, sug-

gestive of the fancy quills used for writing, but having not only a
pretty, but a decidedly jaunty effect.

P'lGURE No. 7.—Ladies’ Bonnet.—This bonnet is an exposition

of the new arrangement of straws, coming from the center of the

crown and over rather than around it. The crowm is a deep green
straw, while the brim is formed of three plaitings of green silk of

the same shade, with an inner plaiting of velvet t’nat rests on the head

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 1, 2, .3, 4, 5 and 6, see “ Hats and Bonnets,” on this Page.)
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and makes a soft and becoming framing, as well as giving a sense of

security about the position of the chapeau. The ties are of green

satin ribbon and, passing across the front of the crown, are caught

in a plait at each side, then being arranged in a graceful bow under

the chin. The decoration is a cluster of feather tips placed exactly

in front three being of the green shade and one of shrimp pink.

If preferred, flowers could be substituted for the feathers.

Figure No. 8.—Ladies’ Bonnet.

—

The frame of this bonnet is en-

tirely overlaid with dark brown
velvet and then has a bas-

ket-work design over

this wrought out in

very deep cream-
colored beads.

A1 1 h 0 ugh
the elab-

orate
ef-

Figure No. 8.—Ladies’
Bonnet.

Figure No. 7.

—

f g Q t Ladies’ Bon-

produced
would seem
to require little

added garniture,

still that should be in

unison with the unique

air that pervades the bon-

net. The ties, of broad velvet

and satin ribbon of the brown
shade, are made to pass across the

front in monture fashion, and are

drawn sufficiently to give an easy air_ to the

fold.s. At each side they flare and, instead

of being knotted, are arranged in'bridle style

and held by a fancy pin with a pearl head.

The leaves, placed just in front, are of vel-

vet and show dark green and faint ecru col-

ors in realistic imitation of nature.

Figure No. 9.

—

Ladies’ Bonnet.—This is

a small bonnet of straw finished so that

neither binding nor facing is needed. A
real straw color—the one that suits most

complexions—is the shade, and the decora-

tion, while pretty, could not but find fa-

vor even with the sternest moralist about

bonnets. Dark brown velvet ribbon is

arranged in the received way across the

front and then, flaring at the sides, con-

stitutes the ties, which, by-the-bye, are long

' and arranged in a loose bow at the side. A
hiiXt-monture of leaves, berries and nuts is in

good taste and harmonizes better with the

general coloring than would anything else.

Figure No. 10.—Ladies’ and Misses’

Round Hat.—While particularly adapted

for a youthful face, this hat may be worn

by tho.sc to whom youth is only a delight-

ful memory, as its .shape allows its being

worn as far hack as is becoming. It is of

chaTTtpi(]uo}i straw, tvith its rolling brim faiaid with dei'p claret \ ci-

vet. The wreath is such a one as might be gathered when in a gar-

<len and made up by some gallant, since rosea, lilies, dahlias,

leaves and .seed-pods eompase it; but while the components con-

trast in color, the clVect is not startling, inasmuch as the very deli-

cate tints of soim? and the very deep tones of othei's are chosen.

Figure No. 11.—Ladies’ H.vt.— l)i Vernon herself might have

worn this graceful Leghorn hat, for it looks like the one seen in pic-

tures of her as she stands by her horse dressed in her riding-habit.

The crown is rather low and square, while the .broad brim is raised

on one side, showing in this way the underfacing of black velvet.

A many-looped bow of black velvet ribbon is on the left side, and
from it spring out two long plumes in their natural colors

—

i. e., grad-
ing from a creamy white to a gray. Rough-and-ready straws are
frequently trimmed in this 'way, though white ostrich plumes are

often chosen.
«

STYLISH LINGERIE.

Lace and velvet, gold and silver, net and embroidery of all kinds

and many colors, and the disposition of them that is most becoming,
offer a wide field from which to choose one’s lingerie. The con-

tinued liking for vests and plastrons has made the cascade of lace

more popular than ever, and so gratification is given to slender

women, while the outlining of vests, etc., with silver or gold lace, or,

indeed, with lace or embroidery of any kind, also makes the women
with stout figures glad, because the good -effect of the vest is gained
without its fulness being necessary. Those who have fine laces are

pleased, too; for laces can be arranged in so many ways with-
out it being necessary to cut them. In plain linen, the

standing and the rolling collars retain their positions,

care being taken to adapt the style of the collar not
only to the face and throat of the wearer, but to

the costume and the occasion.

Figure No. 1.—Lace Gilet.—The method
of arranging a lace gilet, slightly puffed, is

here shown. The width depends entirely

on the figure of the wearer, a slight one
being able *as a matter of course to wear
a much fuller vest. The net is shirred at

the top and fastened to the neck of the

bodice
;

it is then allowed to fall gracefully

in a Moliere puff, and is turned under and
held in position by an ornamental pin at

the waist-line. Clasps or ribbon straps may
be used if preferred to the pin, especially if

the latter would be likely to break by the

bending of the body.

'Figure No. 2.— Chidd’s Sailor Collar.

—For wear with the “ very best ” frock of

some wee body, this collar is particularly

well adapted. It is of cardinal Surah, cut

desired shape and made over a thin lin-

ing that not only adds' to tlie certainty of

its sitting well, but hides the seams. The
r edge is decorated with fine embroidery,

somewhat open in effect; and from under it

comes a deep frill of Valenciennes lace. Any
^ shade of silk becoming to the small wearer

i® good taste, but dark reds will be found

/ to adapt themselves to the shades of blue,

/ gray and white in Avhich the little folk look

so well.

Figure No. 9.—Ladies’ Bonnet. Figure No. 3.—Lace-and-Ribbon Jabot.

Figure No. 10.—Ladies’ and Misses’ Round Hat. Figure No. 11.—Ladies’ Hat.

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 7, 8, 0, 10 and 11, see “ Hats and Bonn.-ts,” on Paces 101 .and 102 )

long, narrow strip of stiff white not is the foundation of

iahot The lace i.s white oriental and is gatheretl quite full, and
this

d the

edges are sewed on securely as illustrated. At the toji the frill is

turned over, and at the bottom it is allowed to be full enougli to

hang without dr.awing. Three clusters of ribbon loops and ends of

a lovely yellow are so placed in the center of the jabot in regular

order, that the seam can be entirely hidden under their flowing ends.
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Figure No. 4.—Satin Ribbon and Lace Collar.—People who
have fine needlework that may be used in application will be glad

of this new disposition of it. The collar is made of strips of pale

blue satin ribbon alternating with strips of lace insertion. The rib-

lion is allowed to be a little longer than the insertion, and is turned

under to form a point, and the leaf appliqueed upon it is so placed

that the stem comes to the end of the point. The finish is a box-
plaiting of lace that falls so deep as to make the collar seem almost

like a shoulder-cape. If preferred, velvet ribbon may take the

place of the satin here employed.

Figure No. 5.—Jet Plastron.

—Sparkling jet fringe is the

material used for this decoration,

the under portion, which can

scarcely be counted, though it

is an absolute necessity, being

black c’-inoline or net, some-
what stiff. After the lining is

cut, the fringe is sewed on, care

being taken that, while the rows
are not placed too near each

other, they are yet sufficiently

close not to show the net be-

tween. The picture tells best

the arrangement and the outline

produced by it. Steel, pearl or

chenille fringe could be used

for such a purpose, and with

evening toilettes would be espe-

cially pretty.

DRESSMAKING AT HOME.*

Lace and embroidery are still

among the most fashionable of

extraneous garnitures, and their

popularity bids fair to outlast

the season, as they are both as

Figure No. 3.—Shirred-and-Plaited Decoration.

—

This garni-

ture is formed of straight breadths—which may be of any depth
desired—-joined together and turned under at the lower edge for a

finish. In the straight flounce thus formed spaces about seven inches

wide are marked off, and in each of these spaces, at even distances,

apart, six rows of shirring are made perpendicularly, with their

upper ends a little over an inch from the top, while their lower
terminations are a little more than half-way from the bottom. The
spaces between the clusters are wide enough to permit the material

between them to be folded in a

double box-plait. In this order the

shirrings are continued, and, of

course, the decoration is sewed
through each to the skirt. This

is a very effective decoration

for skirts of nun’s-vailing, mull.

Surah and all thin goods.

Figure No. 4—Arrangement
OF Lace Decoration for Drap-
eries, etc.—One of the simplest

and yet one of the most effective

methods of applying lace is illus-

trated in this engraving. The
selvage is sewed to the edge of

the portion to be ornamented
and then the lace is turned up-
ward flatly, concealing its own
seam. Each point or scollop

should be sewed loosely to the

fabric to hold it smoothly in po-
sition. All heavy laces look well

applied in this way, the variety

chosen in the present instance

being Kursheedt’s Standard
Spanish lace, which is very fash-

ionable in black, white and colors.

Figure No. 5.

—

Stylish Fin-

ish FOR Skirts and Draperies.
—Either skirts or deep drap-
eries may be finished in this

way with charming effect, a Coot

trimming being, of course, add-
ed upon the foundations of skirts

that are to be thus decorated.
Shirrings are made perpendicu-
larly at intervals of four or five

inches in the edges to be thus
finished, and are drawn up to

form the series of festoons illus-

trated, a ruffle of lace sewed
underneath giving a very taste-

ful completion. This is an ex-
quisite mode of decoration when
developed in thin silks, mulls, etc.

Figure No. 3 .—Lace-
BON Jabot.

Figure No. 2.—Child’s Sailor Collar.

well adapted to the materials that prevail during

the early Autumn as to the textures intended for

Summer. Applique embroidery and braid arc

likewise much admired, embroidery being applied

to house dresses, while braid in colors matching
the goods exactly and also in gold and silver is in

very general use. Of course, the glittering vari-

eties are sparingly applied to garments that are

to do service for street wear, but for house toilettes no limit, except
that imposed by good taste, is placed upon their use.

Figure No. 1.—Puffed Sleeve-Garniture.—A single section of

material is utilized in the arrangement of this garniture. The sec-

tion is cut bias, and, after its ends are joined together, four encircling

rows of shirring are made about a third of the distance from one
side. A single row of shirring is made in each side, and then the

garniture is slipped over the sleeve, with the narrower puff at the

wrist; and the edges are slip -stitched to position, each of the clus-

tered rows of shirring being sewed through to the sleeve. Sleeves of

thin material are especially attractive when decorated in this fashion,

and the mode is very improving to thin arms and wrists.

Figure No. 2.—Tasteful Trimming for Thin Sleeves.—Sleeves
of mull, lawn, Swiss, nainsook or any thin material may be very
prettily decorated in this fashion. A row of lace insertion encircles

the wrist, and another is set a little above it, a full frill of lace being
sewed inside. A bow-knot of ribbon is fastened at the inside seam
of the sleeve a little below the upper row of insertion, and its loops

are tacked upon the upper side. Embroidered edging and insertion

will be chosen instead of lace to ornament some fabrics.

Figure No. 4.—Satin Ribbon and Lace Collar.

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, see “ Stylish

Lingerie." on Pages 102 and 103.)

Figure No. 6—Ladies’ Round Waist, with Decorative MoLifeRE

Vest.

—

Moliere vests are as fashionably worn with round waists as

with any other style of dress- body, and the one pictured in this

instance is purely a decorative affair, consisting simply of a breadth

of Kursheedt’s oriental lace gathered at its top and bottom and
bound at both extremities with a strip of silk or ribbon, the top being

drawn into a narrower sjiace than the bottom. It may be per-

manently fastened to the waist at one side, or it may be left entirely

free and adjusted wdth pins after the waist is closed, the lower end
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being folded to produce a looped effect at the belt. A full frill

of lace is sewed inside the collar and, falling over, conceals it, and a
cravat bow of ribbon is fastened at the throat. The pattern by
which the waist is cut is ISTo. 9279, which costs 7d. or 15 cents. It

is beautifully fitted by darts and seams, and has a high collar and
close coat sleeves. It is in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-
eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. It is shown in two views
in our catalogues for the season, and is adapted to all kinds of

dress goods. Any other variety

of lace, either black, white or

colored, may be selected with
equally good results

;
the frill in

the neck always matching the

vest.

Figure No. 7.—Fancy Cuff-
Decoration.

—

Any material con-
trasting harmoniously with the

sleeve may be chosen for the

decorative cuff-facing illustrated,

and the lace, which is sewed as

a standing friU inside the upper
edge, may be of any variety and
of any color in keeping with the

general effect. The rosette is of

narrow ribbon match-
ing the sleeve itself.

The cuff facing and
the lace frill may ex-

tend entirely about
the sleeve or only

across the upper side,

as preferred.

Figure No. 8.

—

Stylish Sleeve-Dec-
oration.

—

Two sec-

tions of silk or wool
goods and one of vel-

vet are united in the

development of this

sleeve garniture. The
velvet section is lined

with crinoline, and
one end of it is sewed
in with the inside

seam, while the other

is attached just in

front of the outside

seam. Each of the silk

almost any disposal, are sometimes rather too much for ordinary
requirements. An aesthetic fashion consists in arranging the flounce
to fall after the manner of a deep, double skirt all the way around, a
section of a skirt and flounce thus arranged being given in the present
instance. With this style, a round waist and a sash worn in baby
fashion are much liked. The flounce may, however, be draped in any
way preferred. Sometimes it will extend only to the side-back seams
and the extra length will be adjusted in panier fashion about the hips.

Figure No. 10.—Stylish Dec-

Figure No. 5.-

Plastbon.

(For Description, see
“ Stylish Lingerie,

^

on Page 103.)

Figures Nos. 1 and 2.—Pretty Modes for Decorating Sleeves.

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 1 and 2, see “Dressmaking at Home,” on Page 103.)

sections is a triangular piece that is shirred three times at one side,

and the two are placed with their shirred sides at the outside seam,

where they are stitched to position, one being directly above the

other
;
the lower edge of the upper one passing beneath the velvet

section, while that of the lower one is carried up under the wrist of

the sleeve and sewed upon the inside. A frill of lace or lisse usually

completes a sleeve trimmed in this way.
Figure No. 9.

—

Arrangement of Lace Flounce.—Flounces of

Figure No. 3.—Siiirred-'ANd-Plaited
Decoration.

Figure No. I. —Arrangement of Lace Decoration
for Draperies, etc.

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 3 and 4, see “ Dressmaking at Home,” on Page 103.)

lace deep enough lo covin’ the entire skirt arc among the novelties
of the .season, and among the handsomest varieties arc those made of
Kursheedt’s Standard oriental lace, the engraving showing one
arranged to fall over a skirt of satin Sui’iih triinmcd with a knife-
plaiting of the .same. In most iii.slanccs these flounces can be
obtained in any desired length, though some of them are woven in

lengths of lour and a-lialf or live yards, which, while sufficient for

upon the other very thiekly hid not
liarity is that, while it may be shaken entirely out of its folds, it will

immediately fall into them again. It may he purchased in various

depths and is also made to order. This trimming is one of the pro-

ductions of the Knrsheedt Mamifacturing Co., whose advertisement
a])poars in this issue. On writing to them, the applicant will receive

the address of the establishment nearest lo the inquirer’s home

ORATION FOR A DbeSS-BoDY.
This style of decoration may be
developed in connection with
either a basque or polonaise.
The front is cut out to form a
Pompadour opening of medium
width and length, and to the
sides of the opening arc sewed
curved lapel-ornaments of con-
trasting goods. Fine mull or il-

lusion is folded loosely in sur-
plice fashion inside the opening,
being, however, so securely fast-

ened that it is not liable to dis-

arrangement; and the ends are

passed through an
opening made at each
side of the closing a
little lower down and
fastened at the waist-
line, where their

width is drawn into

a very narrow space.

T h i s arrangement
gives the fronta strap-
like effect below the
Pompadour, and upon
the sti’ap portion As
fastened a pretty bow
of ribbon matching
the lapels in color. A
frill of lace is sewed
to the neck of the
waist at the back and
to the surplice edges
in front, and the clos-

ing is invisibly per-

formed. This arrange-
ment is dignified as

well as dressy in effect, and will be admired by stylish matrons and
also by younger ladies. •

Figure No. 11.—Collar and Vest Decoration.

—

Gilt soutache
braid is employed for the simple but effective scroll design that forms
such a stylish garniture upon the black velvet collar and Preton vest
of this dress-body. Any basque or polonaise having these acces-
sories may be garnitured in the same manner, braid of any other
kind being, of course, in as good taste, though not as eflectivk

Figure No. 12.—Front of
Skirt Trimmed with Accor-
dion Plaiting.—Plaiting of

the style known as “accor-
dion,” and resembling very
much the bellows of the musi-
cal instrument of that name,
is among the fashionable dec-
orations of the season and
bids fair to he po[nilar for

some lime to come. This en-
graving shows the front of a
skirt trimmed with two deep
flounces of it, the lower
flounce falling even with the
lower edge and being over-
lapped by the upper one,

which e.xtends to within a
few inches of the belt and is

(ini.<:hed at its top wdth a nar-

row band. Accordion plait-

ing has it.s folds Laid one
very deeply, and it.s pccu-
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which will accept orders for accordion plaitings or other of the

Kursheedt manufactures.

Figure No. 13.—Arrangement of Braid and Buttons for Sleeve
Trimmings.—G-ilt braid and gilt buttons are selected for the decora-

tion of this sleeve, both being very fashionable at the present time

for trimming flannels, nun’s-vailings, cashmeres, velvets, etc. Worsted

Figure No. 6.- -Stylish Finisii for Skirts and
Draperies.

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 5 and (

pattern No. 9289, wliich is illustrated in two views on page 83 of this

Delineator, may be combined with a kilt skirt cut by pattern No.
9275, which was published in the July Delineator and is displayed
in our catalogues for the season. The pattern to the over-skirt and
also that of the skirt are each in nine sizes for ladies from twenty
to thirty-six inches, waist measure; the price of the former being Is.

or 25 cents, while that of the

latter is Is. 3d. or 30 cents. The
over-skirt has a fully draped
back and is adapted to a wide
range of fabrics. A very fash-

ionable characteristic of the

skirt is the lireadth of the plaits,

which are deeply folded. The
top of the kilt is sewed to a

yoke which buttons at the hack.

Braid, veiv’et ribbon, lace or any
fashionable garniture may be ap-

plied to the over-skirt, but both
it and the skirt are fashionable

when plainly completed. The
over-skirt may with entire re-

gard for the proprieties of Fash-
ion be worn with any other style

of skirt. Separate views of this

skirt and over-skirt m.ay be seen
by referring to Ladies’ figures

Nos. 2 and 4 on pages 75 and 77
of this magazine.

Figure No. 17.

—

Garniture
FOR Deep Draperies.—The tab

outlines represented in this fig-

ure are easily reproduced by

Figure No. 6.—Ladies’ Bound Waist, with
Decorative Moli^re Vest.

—

(Cut by Pat-

tern No. 9279; 13 sizes; 28 to 46 inches, bust

measures; price 7d. or 15 cents; the vest

not being included in the pattern.)

see" Dressmaking at Home,” on Page 103.)

braid and covered buttons to match are fashionable arranged in the

same simple manner upon sleeves of street suits.

Figure No. 14.—Finish for a Sleeve.—This sleeve is slightly

curved at its lower edge toward the outside of the arm, and inside

it is sewed a frill of lace. A wide strip of the goods, cut bias, is

shirred twice perpendicularly a little in front of one end, about an
inch being allowed between the shirrings. This strip is long enough
to extend across the upper side of the sleeve, and each end is shirred

once, the end nearer the shirrings first mentioned being drawn up
quite short and sewed in with the outside seam, while the other end
is more scantily shirred so as to leave it much wider, and is included
in the inside seam. The garniture is also sewed to position through
the double line of shirrings.

Figure No. 15.—Draped Front of Skirt.—Both thick and thin

materials drape beautifully in this way, and the fashion will be very
much admired for skirts that are to have plain or plaited panel side-

draperies. A section much longer than the front of the skirt itself

is cut and laid up in plaits as illustrated, its side edges being sewed
in with the side-front seams. Darts or a couple of plaits may
adjust the top, and lace, fringe, embroidery or any appropriate garni-

Figuke No. 7. PiotiRE No. S.

Figures Nos. 7 and 8.—Novelties in Sleeve Decorations.

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos.JT ami 8, see "Dressmaking at Home," on Page 104.)

ture may border the lower edge. Tliree graduated bows of ribbon,
with notched ends, are fastened down the left side and add to the
beauty of the effect. The foot trimming may be a double ruffle, a
knife-plaiting, etc.

Figure No. 16.—Front of Over-Skirt Drapery and Kilt
Skirt.—This engraving shows how attractively an over-skirt cut by

3

first perfecting

a duplicate in

paper and then
using it as a

guide in shaping
the goods. AH
the edges may
be machine-
stitched or slip-

stitched invisib-

ly to a lining,

and beneath the

straight edge of

each at the top
a fan of wide
braid is arranged
to extend over
the curved edge
of the tab next
to it. The edges
of the tabs may
be narrowly
bound with
braid, if desired.

FigureNo. 18.

—

D

ECORATION
for Skirts of
Tail or- made
Costumes.— The
arrangement of

the plaiting up-
on the founda-
tion of this skirt

and the method
of finishing the

deep, broad tabs

with a binding
or piping are features that have prevailed in the finish of tailor-

made costumes for some time past, and they will be very popular
for some time to come. A very tasteful addition is made in the
present instance by the arrangement of a double strip of braid upon
each tab, the ends being turned under to form points and allowed to

fall free. Each of the ornaments is sewed to position through its

fold, and over the sewing is placed a long olive button or a braid
ornament.

Figure No. 19.—Stylish Completion for Skirts or Deep Drap-
eries.—A skirt that is to be finished in this way will, of course, have
one deep or several narrow plaitings or ruffles applied upon its founda-
tion. Draperies that are to overhang trimmed skirts do not require
such accessories. After the tabs are cut, they are lined and bordered

Figure No. 9.—Arrangement of Lace Flounce.

(For Description see “ Dressmaking at Home," on Page 104.)
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Figure No. 10.—Stylish Decoration for
A Dress-Body.

all around with lace put on with enough fulness to fall gracefully.

A little bow' of ribbon or velvet is fastened at the top of the open-
ing between every two tabs, with dainty effect. Both white and
colored laces are applied in this way.
Figure No.- 20.—Lace G-arniture for a Sleeve.—A beautiful

arrangement of lace

for trimming the

sleeves of a hand-
some toilette is here
illustrated. The color

and quality of the

lace are decided by
the texture of the

goods, and twowidths
are chosen to perfect

the design. A frill

of the narrower width
i.s sewed inside the

wrist, which is sloped

off a trifle toward the
inside seam

;
and

turning toward this

are two frills of the

same width. Above
the topmost one are

two standing frills of

the wider variety,

which are given a.

slight downward
curve toward the

inside of the arm, producing an effect

which is just the reverse of that given the
lower frills. The selvedges of the upper
falling frill and the lower standing frill are

concealed by a row of the narrower lace,

which is disposed in such a way as to add a

very pretty feature to the decoration. It is

gathered about half its depth from its own
selvedge and is sewed through this gather-

ing over the edges of the frills mentioned
and then turned up over the seam to con-
ceal its own mode of attachment, being
iinally tacked to position here and there

through its scollops. Ladies who prefer a

dressy finish that does not necessitate short-

ening the sleeve will much admire this mode.
Figure No. 21.—Fashionable Sleeve-

Finish.—Sleeves of any material may be
decorated in this way if proper care be ex-
ercised in the selection of the decorative
accessories. When the sleeve is of wool
goods, the pointed facing will be of velvet
laid over a lining of crinoline and slip-

stitched to position at all its edges.
Two widths of lace may be selected

for the frills about the hand, or
one may be used and the extra
depth of the lower one ob-
tained by sewing it to a

strip of net. Both are

given a graduated

efiect by setting

them up well

beneath the

sleeve

the di

Figure No. 11.—Collar and Vest
Decoration.

Figure No. 12.—Front op
Skirt Trimmed witu
Accordion Plaiting.

(Fi)r Doscriptioiis iif Figures
Nob. 1(1, 11, le, is and LI, Boe

•• Drcwmakinji: at Homo,”
on Pagos KM and 10,5,)

tablier front-drapery, adjusted upon a walking skirt of fashionable
dimensions. The basque is prettily shirred to form double points
below the waist-line at the back, and the front is pointed below the
closing, the zouavejacket-portions flaring from the neck in the manner
shown in the present instance. Soutache braid matching the goods

in color is applied
• upon the jacket por-

tions, with charming
and fashionable effect.

Figure No. 23.—
Dressy G-arniture
FOR A Dress-Body.—The first step in

the develojiment of

this garniture is to

cut the neck of the
dress-body out in

Pompadour fashion
and fill in the open-
ing with correspond-
ingly shaped sections

of net. These sections

are then overlaid with
frills of mull turning
toward the closing,

and in the neck is

sewed a similar frill.

Across the lower
edge of the opening
graduated straps of

the dress goods are arranged, their narrower
ends meeting under a fancy ornament, and
their broader ends being fastened at the

lower corners of the opening. Turkey-red
embroidery is arranged to simulate a tap-

ering revers turning backward from the

shoulders to the waist-line, finishing the side

edges of the Pompadour opening and con-
cealing the back ends of the straps men-
tioned in a very neat manner. Below the

Pompadour portion the closing is performed
with button-holes and buttons. This is a

most charming method of trimming worsted,
silk or washable goods.

Figure No. 24.—Lace-and-Eibbon Gar-
niture FOR A Sleeve.

—

This style of gar-
niture permits of shortening the sleeve to

any extent desired, and in its arrangement
lace in two widths is introduced. The nar-

rower width is sewed in a frill inside the

wrist, and the wider is arranged flatly, with
its sefvedge at the lower edge of the sleeve

;

and its ends are dra-wn dov-n narrowly
to the end of the inside seam as if they

were shirred, giving the top a curved
effect. A ribbon is laid in soft

folds about the lower part of

the .sleeve, its ends meeting
at the inside seam under

a triple-looped bow
that is tacked upon

the upper side.

The suitability

of this gar-

niture f01
-

sleeves

Figure No. 13.—Arrangement of Braih
AND Buttons for Sleeve Trimmings. Figuhe No. M.— Kinisu for \ Sleeve.

rection of tlie outside seam, and are applied with a pretty fulness.

I’lGUUE No. 22.— Braid Decoration for Body of Costume.—This

engraving shows the body of a costume cut by pattern No. !)102,

which was published in the iMay Delineator and is in thirteen sizes

for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, Imst measure ;
its

price heiiig 1 s. (id. or 35 cents. The costume has a fully draped, double-

pointed back, double box-plaited side paiiol-oriiaments and a short.

of summery material is (piile apparent, and iis clli ct is ([uile becom-

ing to the arm,

Figure No. 25.—8i’ylisu Finish for an Fvicmng B'akst.—The
waist pictured in this engraving is a ])ortion of Ladies' eostuiuo No. \

‘J281, which was published in the Delineator for July and may
he seen ill our catalogues for the .season. The costume also includes

ail uiider-waist and a beautifully draped skirt, the uiider-waist
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being cut with long sleeves and a high neck, so that a variety of

effects may be produced with the same costume. The pattern is

in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty-six inches,

bust measure, and costs Is. 6d. or 35 cents. The low-necked waist

or color may be applied upon a plaiting in the manner illustrated.

Narrow gilt braid is selected in the present instance, and the plait-

ing is made of black velvet, the contrast being very effective. G-ilt

braid also looks well upon cream and dead white nun’s-vailings, etc.

Flat silk braid is very fashionable upon
hair-line suitings.

Figure No. 15.—Draped Front of Skirt.

Figure No. 16.—Front of Over-Skirt Drapert
AND Kilt Skirt.

"Dressmaking at Home,” on Page 105.)

STYLES FOR GENTLEMEN.

AYith the advance of Summer there

is a corresponding increase in the pop-
ularity of light neckwear, which i.s

more generally worn this year than has

been the case for many years past.

Small, flat scarfs and knots of various

kinds are the most favored—the lat-

ter, of course, including de .Toinvilles

and Windsors, which in some instances

form exactly the same knot as one

made up. Small ties, in the regulation

dress .shape, but of various materials

and patterns, are also seen in large

numbers, colored cambric being used

for ordinary wear and plain and figured

silk and satin for 'more dressy occa-

sions, Pique goods in white, in plain

colors and also in neat patterns have

sold and are still selling very freely.

The innovation of making these goods
in plain mode colors has been a decided

success, as it deserved to be.

Open-top Teck scarfs made of China
silk and knotted to represent AAhndsors,

are de.sirable for the season, both look-

ing and being light and cool. Figured

pongee and figured satin Windsors in

evening colors

—

ecru, cream, white,

pink, etc,,—are .suitable for afternoon

and evening wear—excepting, of course,

when in full dress. Silk grenadine

Windsors must also be mentioned as

favored items of Summer neckwear.(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 15 and 16, see

is shirred at the center of the front and at each side of the closing

at the back about the lower edge, and is sewed to a belt. It is

cut low and round at the neck, and is drawn in to the figure by
means of tapes run through casings applied upon the under side a

little below the upper edge. Narrow lace borders the margin with
tasteful eflect. No sleeves are added, the arms’-eyes being bor-

dered with lace a little wider than that about the neck. This waist

may be united with complementary portions of any other costume,

but the one of which it forms a part is especially attraptive for all

materials in vogue this season.

Figure No. 26,—Stylish Skirt-Decoration,

—

The-plaiting form-
ing the basis of this decoration may be from five to eleven inches

deep and is formed of straight breadths joined together, turned in at

the top for a finish, lined throughout with crinoline or hemmed at

the lower edge, according to the texture of the goods. The folds

are laid a.s if to form a double box-plait at one side and a single

box-plait at the other, and the narrow space allowed between every

two is overlaid with a facing of velvet. The upper fold on the double
box-plaited side of each plait is apparently held in position by triple

clusters of buttons arranged as illustrated, these accessories being,

however, purely ornamental and the tackings, which really hold the

folds in position, entirely concealed. Black, ruby, claret and blue

velvet are united in this way with crcam, white and pale-tinted wool
goods. The buttons usually match the velvet. A tiny foot-plaiting

may be added, if desired. Of cour.se, the contrast may be devel-

oped in any colors in vogue, those specifieil being mentioned more
particularly with reference to semi-dress wear.

Figure No. 27.—Arrange.ment of Applique Embroidered Gar-
nitures.—Kur-sheedt's Standard applique embroidered garnitures

are among the most attractive <lecqrations of flie season, and are

adapted to a wide range of fabrics and pur])oses. This engraving-

shows the method of their application upon a drapery that is cut in

deep tabs of the outline pictured and piped with satin. This style

of garniture rnav be obtained in all the most effective floral patterns,

and is easily arranged, being woven as passemenleries, as well as in

detached ornaments. Any lady writing to the Kursheedt Manu-
facturing Co., whose advertisement appears in this issue, will receive

the addre.ss of the establishment nearest her home, which will

receive orders for goods of the Kursheedt manufacture.

Figure No. 28.

—

Braid-Trimmed Plaiting.—Braid in any width

Figure No. 17.—Garniture for Deep Draperies.

Figure No. 18.—Decoration for Skirts op Tailor-Made Costumes.

{For Descriptions? of Figures Nos. 17 and 18 see “ Dressmaking at Home,”
on Page 105.)

Lisle-thread and silk gloves have usurped the place of leather

for the time being. They are shown in several colors, with various

kinds of stitching. Tilburyed Lisle-thread gloves for drmng are

in two weights, and of their suitability it is unnecessary to speak.
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New designs in fancy handkerchiefs are continually produced, the

shadow effect in the borders being the most noticeable and attractive

of the late issues. Filled centers are enjoying a good run.

The illustrations this month represent three styles of neckwear
and the prevailing shapes in collars and cuffs.

Figures Nos. 1 and 2.—Genilemen’s Scarf.— Oadet-blue is the

color of the grosgrain sill? used in making this scarf, the figures

showing two shades, one half being bluish-white, and the other navy.

The back view shows the small catch at the back that, fastening

about the collar button, prevents

the scarf from slipping out of

place.

Figure No. 3.—Gentlemen’s
Scarf.—White cambric, striped

with ruby, is here pictured. The
shape is a very popular one just

now, and may be obtained in a

large variety of colors and pat-

terns.

Figure No. 4.—Gentlemen’s
Knot Scarf.—The material illus-

trated in this scarf is figured

Ottoman silk, the ground shade
being a deep cream, with the

figures of cream aad cardinal.

The knot is very natural-looking,

and would pass for a de Join-

ville.

Figures Nos. 5 and 6.—Gen-
tlemen’s Turn-Down Collars
and Reversible Cuffs.—Cam-
bric was used for the collars

and cuffs here represented,

which were shaped by the group
of patterns numbered 9195. The
set is in eleven sizes from thirteen

to eighteen inches, collar meas-
ures; the cuffs ranging corre-

spondingly from nine to eleven

and a-half inches in width ; and
the price is 5d. or 10 cents.

Figures Nos. 7 and 8.—
Gentlemen’s Standing Collars
AND Link Cuffs.—Two styles of

collars and link cuffs are here

shown in two favored patterns

of percale. They were shaped
by the set of patterns comprised
in No. 9196, which is in eleven

sizes from thirteen to eighteen

inches, collar measures
;
the cuffs

ranging correspondingly from
nine to eleven and a-half inches

in width. The price of this set

of patterns is 5d. or 10 cents.

Figures Nos. 20 and 21.

•

three-cornered pieces of silk, satin, ete., joined at two sides, may be
used if desired. The loose edges are bordered or bound with velvet
ribbon studded with gilt, silver, pearl or other beads of any preferred
shape. In one corner is attached a large bunch of roses, which,
however, may be replaced by a large bow of pretty ribbon or a
cluster of pompons. The blotter corners are caught under the caps
and may be removed when a new blotter is desired. The caps may be
painted, embroidered or otherwise decorated, with elaborate effect.

Figure No. 3.

—

Cover for Chair-seat, etc., and Diagram for
Shaping the Larger Sections.

—The exact dimensions of the
half-length of the larger sections

forming this quaint piece of

patchwork are accurately given
by the diagram. In cutting the
sections, fold the material cross-

wise or lengthwise, as deemed
most economical, and place the
straight end of the diagram on
the fold. This gives the full

length of the sections. These
portions are joined together at

their longest edges, and the points

are joined by diamond-shaped
sections of contrasting material
or color. The pointed sections

may shade from light to dark
and then to light again

;
red

shading to pale pink, dark blue
to pale blue, and dark brown to

pale gold, being very effective

;

or each strip of pointed pieces

may show a different color, with
good efiect. The larger sections

may be cut from silk, satin, Su-
rah, velvet, ribbon or any desh-
able fabric

;
and plush, velvet or

some equally effective material

may be used for the diamond
sections.

Figure No. 4.—Fancy Bag.
—This pretty bag may be used

as a receptacle for fancy-work,

for scraps which are often so

useful, or for anything desired.

The lower part is formed of two
diamond-shaped pieces of card-

board smoothly covered with
plush, velvet or any preferred

Fiuuke No. ‘,’1
. fabric, and joined along two sides

Stylish Methods of Completing Sleeves, bv over-and-over stitches. To the

Figure No. 19.—Stylish Completion for Skirts or Deep Draperies.

THE WORK-TABLE.

Evidences of the many pretty

things that may be evolved from
the ingenious use of “scraps”
are shown month after month
in tlii.s department of the De-
lineator. Scraps are called into

requisition this month also, and
result in a very novel and quaint-

looking cover for a chair-seat,

sofa-pillow, etc.

Figure No. 1.—Cover for
Bird-Cage.—This ]nctty cover

for a bird-cage is made of Swiss,

organdy, mnli, scrim cr any sim-

ilar material. It is a square sec-

tion having a deep, feather-

stitchcil hem, and a row of lace

or embroidery linishing all its

edges. The corners are caught in little ])laits by pretty bows of rili-

bon, lliese plaits throwing the cover away Iroin the cage out of

birdie's destrnetivo reacli. The cover has an opening cut in the

center to permit of passing it over the top of the cage, and is

eneireled with a niche of lace or endiroidcry.

Figure No. 2.— Hlotter-IIolder.—A piece of cardboard just the

size of the hlottei forms the foundation of tliis pretty article. 'I’he

on lers are capped by pieces of ribl.on foldcil to form a jioint. but two

Figure No. 22.—Braid Deihiration

Body of Oostu.me.

for Figure No. 2.3.—Dressy (Iarnitdre for
A Dress-Body.

(For DeBcriptions of FifiiiroB Nos. li). CO. Cl. liC iimi C8, sec ' Dressmaking at llonic,” on Pages lO.") ami lOii.)

o]i|)o.sitc sides is joined a bag—which iiupy be of satin, silk or Silesia—.shaped at its lower edge to lit them smoothly and drawn hi by
jiri'tly ribbons run in a casing formed in the lower jiart of a deep
hem at the top and bowed prettily near the ends. A row of lace

is applied llatly to all the edges of the diamond-shaped portions,

with very eharming ell'i'ot. These jiortions may be hand-painted or

embroidered or otherwise embellislied to please the fancy, and may
lie alike in color or in decided contrast, as jireferred. iSapphire-
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Special Notice!
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Metropolitan Catalogue in this issue.

Parties subBcribing for the Delineator are requested to particularly specify the number with
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4*^iINSTRUCTI0NS FOR SELECTINO PATTERNS.^

THE BUTTERICK PDBIISBING CO. [lumi. \ 1\ to 177 Regent St., lendon, W.
;
and BBS Broadway, Hew Tort

that the measures are taken correctly and that the size printed on the label corresponds with the measure.

> It is immaterial whether the person taking the measure stands before or behind the individual being measured.

Both ways are represented in the pictures below. If properly observed, thefollowing rules will insure satisfactory results.

To Iffeasnro for a Ijadles’ Walat, or any
Garmenit requirlue a Bust measure to be
taken Put the measure around the body, over the dress,

close under the arms, drawing it closely,—sroT too tight.

To measure for a Skirt or Over»Sklrt i—
Put the tape around the waist—over the dress.

8®” Take the Measures for Misses’ and Ijttlb Gmis’
Patterns the same as ron 1,adies’. Jn Ordering, give

the Ages also.

To measure for a Boy’s Coat or Vest t—Pnt
the measure arptuid the body, under the jacket, close under

the arms, drawing it closely .
—hot too tight.

For tile Overcoat Measure over the garment

the coat i.s to be worn over.

To measure for Trousers Pn* the measure

around the liody. over tlie trousers at *he waist, drawing It

closely.—not too tight.

To measure for a Sb«pw:—For the sire of the

Nock, measure the exact size where the Collar encircles it,

allowing one inch. Thus:—If the exact size ho 14 inches,

use a pattern marked 15 Inches. For the Breast, measure the

same as for a coat.

3>J‘OTTOm. Any sizes of the Patterns speclfled In this maeazine, which cannot at once be procured of
our Aeents, will be sent by us, post-paid, on receipt of price, to any part of the world.

MISS MART ANDERSON
—AND—

MME. SARAH BERNHARDT

l^ear dre66'6 made of

the -^gONPAREIL -^^EL-

V5 - EEN, and VTi/’i’ite thu6

regarding it:

rveus- racu^/rulicea-t la.
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See that the Name and Trade-Mark are

stamped on the back of every

second yard.


